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Arbor Grip TM

The 335XPT arbor/st san' 1))' Iliisc/i'ariia. Poii'er/id, bUl(11iCt(l, (1/id
more reliable than ever It boasts an unbeatable power to weight

Balanced textured top handle

Thumb Grip
Throttle finger support
Built-in rope ring

ratio, snag free shape, and the industrj' exclusive A rI)or(;rij)'
our textured handle with thumb and throttle/niger supports/dr
greater control and to get jon to those tight, high places with ease.
Nobod3' is inure committed to the Arbor/st than 1-Iusqi'arna. We
(?/Jer a full line of specially designed sa/i?ty gear and are a proud

elAir Injection

sponsor o/theArborMaster traimiingprograiflS. Tojimid the nearest

................................

o ....

Husqi'arna Power Retailer call 1-800-HUSKY-62 or visit our web

Crown Commitment

site at ii'u'iihiiscjvariia.coimi. For in/urination about /1ii)oilIklstt'i

1 5-day satisfaction guarantee

iraining, call

1-860-429-5028.
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i Huscivarna

Husqvarna

Tough Name.Tough Equipment

UIIIIIIIIIU

Use of chain saws in trees should only be done by professionals with specific training. Price and availability vary by dealer. ©2002 Husqvarna
Please circle 24 on Reader Service Card
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15 Horsepower. Compact T'S
Behind ' Large Cutting Dimensions}

power • Self Propelled'
iuiic Control • 35" Width 1
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Horsepower

• 35" Width
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HP Diesel • 1 1/2" Thick 31" Diameter
Cutterwheei • Suspension Available • Remote
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Control Available

.125 Horsepower Dlesei.6' Tongue Extension
-•

• Suspension Standard • Remote Control
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The Luck of the Draw
or is it what you make of your hand?
Tree ('air Iii(Ii!.vIiV

When was the last time you played a game of Scrabble'? Well, I got a
new Scrabble board for Christmas, and John and I have spent quite a few
hours lately strategizing how to get more points with the best words. For
two people who read a lot, we're pretty serious about this stuff. Of course.
when I win, it's because ofthe brilliance ofrny strategy in anticipating where toplace the next
letter and how to block him from getting those triple points. When I lose, no doubt, it has to do
with the luck of the draw of which letters I got and what squares are left on the hoard.
I began thinking about our careers as a game of Scrabble. On the one hand, there are sonic
variables that coiiie into our lives that we cannot control - like which letters we get to play with
- but can sure affect our careers! Think about just one cons ideratioii whether to relocate for a
new job. You would really like to go work with palm trees in Florida or Hawaii, but first you
have to consider school systems for children, elderly parent issues, and maybe an established
business a spouse set up. Some things we can work around by waiting for a different time in
our lives or by getting additional education, but sometimes - like when you don't get exactly
the letters you were hoping for - we need to think through how we might live the life we want
without moving. We consider heeding the advice of Voltaire in Cwiilide: "Bloom where you
.

-

are planted."
Andy Grove, chairman of Intel Corp., says, "Assume any career moves you make won't go
IH( ( ) tlily. They wont. But don't look hack."
cts say you started out as a groundworker and were promoted to a climber. Along the way,
ou attended NAA and ISA seminars and garnered enough CEU's to pass the ISA certification
test - and you did it! You got your triple point word! You're absolutely sure that you're up for
crew leader the next season, andyou are sure the owner is going to buy another bucket truck
and expand into a new area. This is 'our time. You're psyched and ready.
But then, the economy tanks, and your boss decides this is not the time to take on more debt
With that new truck. There is no room for your promotion this spring. What do you do? You
can leave in disgust and try to find another crew leader job in town, or you can stay with the
guy who has helped you get where you are today, ready for a new challenge. and go with the
opportunity when the economy improves. It's just like being sure you've got the game of
Scrabble locked up - when all of a sudden, your opponent draws that letter worth 10 points and
drops it on a triple point square wul uses up all his letters, getting 50 extra points.
Maybe you lost this time, but there is always next time. What you do in the meantime shows
what you're made of. Think about it. You've indicated to your boss that you are ready to be a
crew's mentor every day by being their crew leader - and your first act when things get tough
is to walk?
Instead, think about loyalty, opportunity, and the challenges you can still tackle every day.
But think of them from a crew leader's perspective. If you were leading your crew, what would
YOU do? Is the safety training as good as it could be? Is everybody testing their equipment and
wearing all of their equipment properly? What about your attitude and tone of voice? Would
YOU speak to your crew that way? If not, what would you (10 differently? Use the Interim delay
as a chance to perfect more skills by observing what others are doing.
After all. "It's a shallow life that doesn't give a person a few scars," according to Garrison
Keillor, and that Scrabble hand you just drew that looks like it stinks could be a lifetime high
score - depending on how you play the letters.
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ISN'T IT TIME YOU LOOKED A T A MORBA RK?
MORBARK
THE CHIPPER COMPANY
800-831-0042 www.morbark.com
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Ergonomics update and recordkeeping
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By Mary Mc Vicker
Take advantage of outsider resources to
help the internal workings of your business.
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Arborists need a systematic way
of examining trees. It is best to
examine the roots and the soil
around the tree first. Then, work
your way up. Photo courtesy Dr.
E. Thomas Smiley.

TCI s mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest

22 Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree care
industry

industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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R085 SUPER CUTTER
DIESEL POWERED....
Now RAYCO brings you all the advantages of a high horsepower, high production unit in a
maneuverable, self-propelled package. With its 83 HP diesel engine and hydrostatic cutter wheel
drive, the RG85 offers maximum performance without taking a tow vehicle into the lawn.

RAYCO's exclusive hydrostatic cutter wheel drive offers several advantages over traditional belt or
gearbox drive systems. It delivers maximum service life of drive train components, reducing
maintenance costs and downtime. And RAYCO's "Quick Stop" cutter wheel gives peace of mind by
ensuring the safest possible working environment.

iJ
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•

Hydrostatic Cutter Wheel Drive
Self-Propelled
83 HP Diesel Engine
Backfill Blade
Patent # 5497815
Patent # 5623979
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RAYC O®

Call 1=800=392=2686
4255 Lincoln Way East I Wooster, Ohio 44691-8601
www.raycomfg.com I E-mail: rayco@raycomfg.com
Please circle 46 on Reader SCI
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A Lion's Tale
By David Schwart

Adventures in pruning from the
front lines of tree care.

Management Exchange
By Michael Roche

Is employee leasing the right strategy
for your business!

Arborist Equipment
By Mark Garcia

EPA draft regulation threatens to render
tree spraying a label violation.

26

Decide on your cable of choice

Business of Tree Care
BY Don Willig

Marketing: What is it and how do you do it!

NAA Forum
The NAA's new Web site features a
Job Bank, expanded information and scrvicc.
and a "Members Only" section. Log on.

Classified Advertising
Hell) wanted, services, businesses, new
and used products for sale

Species Profile
The Torrey pine struggles to survive
on the Pacific Coast.
By Bra,ile' Allan Branson & Mary Lou Branson

Tree News Digest
Compiled h' Keith A. Regaii

News, stories and inlormation on trees
from around the world

From the Field
By Todd Kramer

Old school climbing methods can use a push from
new developments in equipment and techniques.
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wwwwtsherrill.com
or visit a participating Vermeer dealer
Offer available through Sherrill Arborist Supply and participating Vermeer dealers. Offer ends March

15, 2002. Add $20 for XL, XS and XXS sizes.

VERMEER, und VERMEER LOGO are registered trademarks at Vermeer Muriufach.,ring Company in the US and/or other countries. All Rights Reserved.
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I ree Failure R1`skAssessrnen1,for the Clim(.,)e
By Dr. E. ilioiiias Sniilev ((11(1 Joe I3oiies
Photos and diagrams courtesy
Dr. E. Thomas Smiley

Al! too often when arhorists approach a tree, we are most interested in how quickly
we can get the job done. And all too often arborists perish when a tree collapses or
some tree part fails.
No matter how much we think we know and how much experienced we have, the
unexpected can happen. It is often the routine jobs that cause surprises. We tend to
plan fairly well when faced with enormous takedowns using cranes or other special
equipment, but when we go out to tackle that IS-inch dead oak, we let our guard
down. As a result, the job does not get examined closely enough and someone ends
up getting hurt.
Thorough tree risk assessments should be done at every job site. When conducting
a risk assessment, a number of factors must be considered. First, the definition of a
hazard tree: A hazard tree is a tree with a defect and a target. Since arborists climb
and work in trees, arborists are the targets. Basically, you need to accurately identify
any defects that could cause the tree to fail while you are in the tree.
There are three components as to why trees fail:
Force. The typical force that we consider is the wind. (limbers also It force
on a tree, either by climbing it or by lowering off of it.
Tree structure. Arborists are concerned with the ability of a tree structure to
resist wind, snow and ice. Your primary concern, however, is your weight and the
force of limb lowering added to the existing weight and wind resistance of the tree.
Weakness. In order for trees to fail under normal working conditions. there
needs to he an unusual weakness in the tree.

Don't let vegetation hinder you
from making a
thorough inspection of the tree's
roots. Clear it
away to make
sure the trunk is
sound and the
root collar is not
buried.

When you don't see a root
flare, you don't know what
is under the ground. This
should serve as an alert:
If you cant see the root
system, how can you inspect it

Different levels of risk trees
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What you should be most concerned about is what
we call the "weak tree" model. In this model, the
tree has an extreme weakness. Structurally sound
trees won't fail when an arhorist is working in them.
When a tree has a major defect that overrides ev erything else, that is the one that will kill you.
We have broken down risk into four levels:
Critical-risk trees. Failure is imminent
in these trees. The tree is going to come down very
soon - whether it is under your weight, ice load,
rain load or even just wind. Gravity could also pull
it down. Critical-risk trees have 50 percent or more
of a stem or branch decayed, or roots that have been
cut within three-times-diameter circle around the
tree. Climbers should not climb these trees.
High-risk trees. Failure may occur during extreme weather, such as an ice storm, winds
near hurricane force or a thunderstorm. You can
usually work in high-risk trees without major concern, but differentiating between critical-risk and
high-risk trees is very important.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2002

Decay that begins
in the root system
can spread to the
trunk, causing tree
failure.

Moderate-risk trees. It takes extreme conditions - such
as a tornado or hurricane - to bring these trees down. Moderaterisk trees may have some stem, branch or root decay. Lowering
ott of these trees is usually not a prohlem.
Low-risk trees. These may Fail if the conditions are bad
enough, but probably won't fail in the near Future.

Symptoms
Start your Inspection at the root and soil area around the tree.
When arborists walk up to a tree, the general tendency is to look
up first. You need to have a systematic way of examining trees,
and it is best if to examine the roots and the soil around the tree
First. Go around the stem and look for defects. Finally, examine
the major branches and crown. You need to do this for eve you climb. It's not usually the big ones that hurt
.1 kill people: it's the medium-sized ones - the everyday trees - that tend to become problems.

Root decay works from the tip of the root
up to the trunk, and is usually on the bottom of the root. Most old trees have some
degree of root decay.

Root and soil inspection

-

What should the root and soil inspection
consist of? First you need to see the buttress
roots - the major roots that support the tree.
Virtually every hardwood tree species will
I1.I\ c buttress roots.
\ ext. look at the site to see it* there is any
C\ i&nce of recent cutting of roots or missing
)ots. Often [fa root was cut a number of years
io, there won't be any sign of the trench, but
there may be root decay. Look for missing
roots and rOot cuts.
Other
her thi ngs to look for include a root characteristic we call
elephant's loot because it swells out abnormally. Any time you
coiiie to a tree that has an ahnorrflal swell, look at that tree more
carefully. Fti sed roots are another red flag. We q Lii te often see serious root decay with fused roots.
When it comes to root failures, two types are of concerned. One
IS indeed a root Failure, which is when the root system breaks.
From a climber's perspective, it is the most serious condition. The
Other situation is soil failure.
With root failure, the root system is decayed and that decay
often works into the trunk. Thus, tile trunk can break due to root
decay. Soil failures, oil the other hand, usually aren't as critical
from a climber's perspective because we are quite often not out
there during the heavy storms where saturated soils are a leading
cause in Failures. lii addition, soil failures are very hard to predict.
Next, look For cracks in the soil. This could indicate that the
I ice is moving more than normal. Cracks above buttress roots could
be an indication of danger - especially on the side of tile tree opposite tile cracks. When the tree starts leaning excessively, it is
lifting tip that buttress root.
Fungal lruiting structures are a real key to decay. They might
not he obvious, since they could he dried up. This is one of the
major factors that we Find in many accidents: the tree was seriously decayed, and the decay was not visible. This symptom of
root rot might not he obvious. Fruiting structures are generally
short-lived, lasting up to a month: they might show up here and
there, and later on in the season could disappear.
Examine the base of the tree. IF you are in the business of climbi ng, you have to see the base of a tree before you go up into it. If
,.
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Any time you come to a tree that has an abnormal
swell, known as an "elephant's foot." there is a
chance of root decay. Inspect the roots closely.

Fused roots are often a visible sign of serious
root decay.
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the base is buried or hidden by vegetation,
clear it away to make sure the trunk is
Sound and the root collar is not buried. A
buried root collar is a major indicator o a
weakened tree. Trees might put out adventitious roots to compensate, but those roots
rarely compensate for the holding ability
of the buttress root system.

Root cuts
We also have to be concerned about root
cuts. Root cuts occur in the urban environment fairly frequently. Our general rule of
thumb for root cuts is that if you have to
make them, make them out of the drip Ii lie.
That will have virtually no impact on the
tree. If we are making a one-sided root cut
- that is, cutting roots on just one side of
the tree - as long as we are out about five
times the DBH away, there should not be
a major impact on tree stability nor on its
Ion—term health. At that distance, we are
cutting more lateral roots than buttress
roots. With lateral roots, the tree can close
wounds and regenerate.
If you need to cut closer to the tree, the
minimum distance should he about three
times the DBI-1 away from the trunk. If you
have a 3-foot diameter tree, you need to

make that cut about 9 feet Ironi the trunk.
This point is about at the end of the buttress root system; therefore, impact on
stability is going to he minimal if you are
cutting on just one side of the tree. The
long-term impact on decay is not known.
If the cut is inside of that three-timesdiameter distance, then we are looking
at a much higher risk of failure, especially on it tree with a freshly cut root
system. We have all seen people trenching way too close and not showing any

Frost cracks, which may open and
close annually, are usually not a
big problem. An active crack that
is associated with decay, or a
crack that goes all the way
through the trunk, could mean
that the tree is coming down.

Examine the architecture of the tree. An off-center crown with all the weight on one side and a
lean should be considered very carefully. With
trunk decay, as in this photo, the tree should not
be climbed. Use a bucket truck or crane instead.

concern for the root System of the tree.
Look for recent trenches or cuts before
going up into the tree.

Root decay vs. trunk
decay
Root decay works quite a hit di fTerent ly
than trunk decay. Root decay typically
works from the tips of the roots - the fine
roots - and then tip toward the trunk, and
it is usually found at the bottom of the
roots. Root decay is in the area of the root
that is hardest to see and hardest to detect.
We then get that unlucky climber who
brings the tree down.
Flow do we inspect for this kind of decay? Besides the visual inspection, take a
mallet and hang on that tree. If it is severely
decayed, you can probably hear the hollowness. Also, probe with a very small
diameter drill hit. By probing, you can
determine exactly how much decay is in
the root system. We then take the numbers
and put them to work for us.
When you walk up to a tree without a
root flare you don't know what is going
on under the ground. Often a decayed tree
will have a healthy green crown. No root
flare should serve as an alert the arhorist:
If the root system Isn't there, how can you
inspect it!

Trunk inspections
Our next area of examination is the
trunk. Here we have a number of factors
to look for. Cracks and seanis are major
issues - especially the cracks. Again, look
for cavities and decay, loose or dead hark
that may indicate (lead areas on the trunk.

This is the tree that you need to check carefully. There is no

root flare and serious decay is present. This tree went over
on a calm day; it would have failed under a climber's weight.
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150 SPECIALIZED TRUCKS AT WWW.DPDYKES.COM
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95 INT 4700: T444E, 190
k

p,

r

sp ,-i , +

sp ,-J

27.000 miles. with
with 14 ton
RO crane, 73ft hook height.
$46,900.

—a•p

86 FORD F600 3208 CAT, 2 10
hi) . 5 spd + 2 spd. 46,000 lb
with
with 1 2½ ton .JLG
1250BT crane llBft hook ht
icit 'ilert 'ott fliiteii
'
$37500 ' '•'
.

86 FORD LNT8000 CAT 3208
air brakes,
HP. 13 spd, au
68.000 lb GVW, with
with National
566B Crane. 118' hook height.
20'woodllat. $32,500.

J

I
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F

p

i

75

95 GMC TOPKICK: 3116 CAT
250 hp 8 spd, tariclerii, 54,600
,
.
GVW, 147K miles, 201t steel flat
clump. with 6V2 ton MT 8025
crane, remote utils. $44,500.

c

4900: Dt4
1 Ii
1
iOU ib GVW, au brakes. with G
ton HIAB 140 crane, 26ft side reach.
miles
Price with body

- $34,500

Price with lCft flatbed -$37 500
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89 FORD F800: 7.81- diesel,
Allison auto, power
steering, air brakes, 33.200
lb GVW, with 61/2 ton IMT
8025 crane, hyd winch

97 INT 4700: DT466E, 2 10 lip.
7 SI)d, 32,900 lb GVW. with 4
ton NATIONAL N50 crane ,
k)llti()i 2311 steel flithed
$42,500.
'
'

.

98 MACK MS200P: 6 pd.
HIAB MODEL 090 crane, picks
1,54011) it 296" max reach. 2
hi
txls, 24 ft wood flatbed.
14,447 miles. $44,500.

(2) 99 INT 4700s: DT466. 7
spcl. 29,000 lb GVW, lift duiiip
chip body, 55ft ALTEC LRIII
bucket, 15K miles. Excellent
Condition. $67,900 each.

1995 CHEVY KODIAK:
CAT 3116, 6 spd, 33GVW,
with 55ft ALTEC LRIII
bucket and dump I chip
body $39500.

518

Ira

92 ISUZU FVR: 8 uyliiidei
diesel, 200 hp. 6 spd, 32.900
GVW, 118111 steel [lathed. 61/2 ton
...
IMT crane. toillOtO (Ills. 367'
id i'o'.i Ii $34,500.

95 FORD F800: Cummins
5.9L, 5 spd. with 36ft
ALTEC A0300 bucket,
joystick controls. $24,500.

(4) 92 - 93 FORD & MACK
diesels with 50ft ALTEC
uiou uucies.
$34500 each.

88 GMC 7000: 8.21- diesel.
5 spd. 33 GVW with 5 ton
IMT crane. and dump body.
$11,900.

88 FORD LNT9000:
Cummins LTA1 0 Fuller 8
spd + lo, tandem axle, 9 ton
,
COPMA crane. 46 ' 9" max
side reach $39,500.

_

87 FORD LTS9000: Li 0
Cummins, 8 spd + lo. +
lo/lo, 18/44 rears, BARKO
80 Ioq loader $29,500.

4ikt.

92 FORD F800: 7.8L diesii.
2 10 lip. Allison iiilo, 1811 dump
lied. 35,000 lb GVW, with
PETERSON loader. Use it lot
wood, trash, logs, etc.... 32.000
iii'. $29,500.

92 FORD F8000 CREW CAB:
Ciiriiiiiiiis 8.3L, 5 spit I 2 sixI
ear. 7 ton NATIONAL 337A
crane, 47fl hook lit, 14ft wood
fl:rtlssl with stakesidir;
$26 500.

88 AUTOCAR ACM64:
Ciiiiiiiiiiis LTA 1 0. Fulloi S .pd i
lo. tandem axle, 7 ton IMT
knuckleboom, 417' max side
ri';icli, pin-on forks, remote
. .. ii. I. $34,500.

wood flatbed. $26,500.

150 SPECIALIZED TRUCKS

Rayco T175: W- lvi.'. al
'P how'. 'uk ''lii "ii
stump cutter, flail muwsi, excellent
condition $89,500.
96 Rayco 1175: ump cutter with
Super Teeth 1.400 hours no flail
simon $69,500.

50 Bucket trucks, 15 Boom
trucks, 15 Knuckleboom trucks.
5 Sheetrock trucks. 10
Unniounted Krrucklebooriis. 15
Digger Derricks, 25 Mechanics
trucks with cranes. 30+ Fuel
trucks and Lube trucks...

IN STOCK

KNUCKLEBOOMS

MOUNTED
OR UNMOUNTED

6 ton HIAB 160 crane. 332
max side reach, 42 forks, 201`1

"1
_

HIAB, IMTCO, NATIONAL,
ETC...

.

89 NT 2375. Cunurniiis LTA 10.
Fuller S stxl + lo. tandem axle,

'6

STUMP GRINDERS
5jf 'LAB'

dyke"S
'
13123
Bethlehem Pike
_

FULL LINE AVAILABLE

Truck & Equipment Be/es

_Hatlield.Lihtlybvuniu17U

•

CALL TOLL FREE

866-250-8262

bAX2l-/2-U
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fairly weak. In our laboratory, we are looking at trees with included bark and those
without. We are finding that included hark
co-dominants are a little bit weaker. Any time we have a co-dominant stem sitLiation,
we have a weaker situation. Add a little
decay, and it's a recipe for disaster.
This brings us again to the topic of decay. Sometimes decay is obvious and
sometimes not. If we have an opening to
the outside, decay is confirmed and it is
then only a matter of determining how
much sound wood we have and how much
decay is present.
We all know how decay works in trees.
It starts with a wound and the tree responds
to that wound. As decay moves in, it will
move up and down and then in toward the
center. The new wood produced outside of
the decay is the most decay resistant. Unlike roots, we have a pretty well defined
area where the trunk decay is, and we can
find the diameter.
Sound, or bang, the trunks, listening for
hollowness. If it is extremely hollow, you
Will usually be able to hear that, and you
should probe that tree. When sounding,

root decay or something else happening
with the root system. Fungal fruiting structures are a good indication that decay is
present.
A small crack or seam in the trunk probably isn't a real big problem. It may be a
frost crack that opens and closes yearly. It
is hard to say where it came from. But an
active crack that is moving if it is associated with decay or if the crack goes all the
way through the trunk could mean that
the tree is coming down. It often takes a
couple days for the tree to come down
when the cracks are active, or it may take
a little bit more wind. When we see those
types of cracks especially when it is asthat tree is in the
sociated with decay
process of failing, and it should not he
climbed or lowered from.
Next, look for co-dominant stems. We
know this is a weak area. Professor Ed
Gilman has done some work looking at
branch angle, or the ratio of branch size to
trunk size. Basically what he found is that
the smaller the branch when compared
with the stem, the stronger it is. When you
see an equal-size situation, the stem is
-

-

-

-

start at the root collar and work your way
up the trunk. If you hear hollowness, take
out the drill or one of the many decay detection devices available on the market and
probe for decay.
How do you interpret this information? Use a chart to help you out.
High-risk trees are basically diameter
times .15, which is the same as radius
times .3 (the equation used by Dr. Claus
Mattheck). In this country we don't have
radius tapes, we have diameter tapes so
it works better for us to do it on a diameter basis. For the critical risk trees, the
trees that we would not climb, take that
diameter number with no opening and
multiply it by I. For instance, if we have
a 30-inch tree, we would say it is a high
risk if there is less than 4½ inches of
sound wood around the exterior of that
tree. If there is less than 3 inches of
wood, you should not climb that tree.
Those numbers vary depending on the
opening to the outside. Obviously if we
have a cavity opening, we have to reduce
those numbers, increasing the amount of
sou nd wood req u ired.
.

Professionals Protect their Turf by driving on
ground cover mats

AlturnaMATY'

~J.

KOMM'$U

:
j_ \

711

Actual plywood used tor two nionths

AIturnaM4TS

not -splintered, warped,
waterlogged, short lived,
hard-to-handle plywood!

• Reuse hundreds of times
• Withstand 60 ton loads
• Never break
• Easy to handle
• Less expensive than fiberglass
• Field tested in record heat and cold
• Proven best diamond plate design on both sides
• 4x8, 3'x8, 2x8, 2x6 & 2x4 sizes available
For the name of your nearby dealer,
call
814-827-8884

888-544-6287

-.

NEVER GET 511JCK AGAIN!

AlItpurnaJMTS
P.O. Box 344 .Titusville, PA 16354

Please circle 4 on Reader Service Card
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Crown inspection

General Guide for Minimum Distance for Rootcut

We have looked at the roots and the
trunk; now we need to work our way up
and look at the crown.
Dead branches and hangers in a crown
can pose a risk, as can abrupt bends, such
as where a tree was previously topped.
Cracks in the crown really don't get
enough attention. When we have a crack
in a limb, it often comes from overload][11-1
on one side. A tree will have compression
oii one side and tension on the other side,
resulting in a crack forming along a neu tral plane between the tension and

'

compression. These cracks often lead to a

;-

-• .

1k

drying of tile wood, niak i ng it more fragile and much more likely to fail.

moving in wherever the branches were

decay is also present in the trunk, the tree

As elsewhere in the tree, decay in the
CFOWH is also something to look far. Cables

broken or topped. Also, pi5e to consider
the tree's history 0141-1111.11 -C. When you have

crown ratio also. When less than one-

are certainly a risk factor. Also, previous

a tree that you can see major branches have

limb failures need to he questioned. Does
the tree have a history of dropping its

come off, there is an excellent chance that
another branch will conic off, too. If you

Ii mhs? If so, can you tell why?

can't tell why, then he very careful.

Branch defects can cause a fai lii i-c at any

Look at the architecture of the tree. An

inc. Abrupt bends tend to he very poorly
attached and they probably have decay

oil-center crown with all the weight on
one side and lean to it is a probleni. II'

Ii

should not be climbed. Look at the live
third of the tree is in foliage, that tree
becomes a higher risk.
Arhorists have become very proficient
at putting a line 65 feet up a tree with

it

throw hag. But you can't really see what
you're tied into. You could have a sucker
in play, or more importantly, you could

He speaks your language.
Providing von with:
• Fast Reliable Service
• The Right Tools for the Job
• Expert Advice
• A Great (Free!) Catalog
• Professional Tools for the Tree-Care Industry:
Hand Tools to Climbing Gear, Pruning Supplies
to the Latest Diagnostic Equipment.

(4,
Dick Miller's years as a tree man
have taught him a lot about trees
and how to help you help them.

Call Now! 800-441-8381
or fax: 888-441-8382
.-

-
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Know Your Trees Beiter
Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, framed
buildings and playground equipment.
Easily operated, light weight
and compact.

Phone: 888-514-8851
Fax: 770-514-8851
http://www.imlusa.com

E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com
IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212
Kennesaw, GA 30144

have some decay iii a limb. We have had
accidents where these crotches, limbs or
tree parts have broken out in a high spot
that had 1101 been properly inspected. I can
think of three incidences in the past year
and a half where a limb or a trunk part has
failed after the climber crotched a line too
high and there was a hidden defect.
Next, look for nesting animals and Insects. Fire ants are moving up the East
Coast and are already well into Texas. Like
yellow jackets and hornets, they will attack
when you are in their space. Sounding can
stir up the insect nests. If you would rather
know about their presence before you
leave the ground, investigate. Look for
mounds and ants in the trunk. Some people
are very allergic to these insects and have
gone into shock after being stung.

Conclusion
Just as we inspect our equipment, we
need to inspect the tree itself. We need to
inspect it at the ground, the trunk and in
the crown area. When we see a defect, we
have to act. We have to associate that detect with the work we are going to he doing

Free application video available
Please circle 25 on Reader Service

You asked for it...
.11OIIY YOU

in that tree and how we plan our actions.
Don't be afraid to back up a little hit.
I have been called out to jobs where a
climber has discovered a defect and
doesn't feel comfortable in the tree. I
have no problem telling the crew to stop
and bring in another piece of equipment.
When that occurs, we have downtime on
the job and additional expenses. Thai
added expense might be the client's responsibility, but let's not make their
problems our problems. Too often I hear
arborists say that they knew they needed
a crane, but that the client would never
pay for it. This is something that we have
to educate our clients on. When we see
these defects, we have step hack and
weigh the consequences. Do you take a
chance, or do the job correctly?
I think we all know the answer.
Joe Bones is the Mid-East Di i'ision
Safety and Training Coordinator .tor
The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Coinpan v. Dr. E. Thomas Smiley is a plant
pathologist and soil scientist at The
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratory in
Charlotte, N. C.
UI

Parts of a Tree to Inspect

CROWN
'ye got it!

FI41500
_____________
Fanno Saw desigt
a new "Raker-styled"
tn-edge saw
• Enclosed handle for blance
and comfort.
• 13.5" cutting edge for
faster cuts
• 'Raker" styled teeth design for
less binding in soft wood
_______

STEM

trt-e dge
teeth

F1-K15s8
16" Pole Saw
Blade sawslimbs
lint:
with lessditg

l • Universal blade for pole mount
o

}

and as replacement for FT-K1 500 saw
• Longer 16" blade for fast cuts
• "Raker" styled tn-edge teeth

Root flare -*
ROOT
SYSTEM

FANNO SAW WORKS
P.O. Box 628,Chico, CA 95927
(530) 895-1762 • fax 895-0302
or at: www.fannosaw.com
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THE HEIGHT OF SUCCESS IS

AERIAL
LIFT
INC.
of Milford, Connecticut
WE WILL NOT LET YOU DOWN

Aerial Lift Models available
from 38' to 77'
Visit our Web site to link to company and
ptO(ltict inlormation, including our
( )n Ii lie Sho\vroolli''!
I -N1aiI:erialinloCá) aol.coni
Company Vs'ehsite: http://vvww.aeriallift.coni

62' WORKING I
WITH 52' SIDEF
All parts on an Aerial Lift are
available for overnight delivery.

MINI=FOOT
AERIAL LIFT INC.

H.iiNIHIied lOSS

:
Made in U.S.A.

• 571 Plains Road • Mi Ihird. ('oiinecticut 06400-0066
Fl lONE USA: 1-800-446-5438, In CT: 1-500-245-5435 • Phone: (203) 878-0694' FAX: (203) 575-2540
F- Mail: aerial ii Io(a aol .com
Company Wehsi Ic: litili://www.ziei- iallil't.coiii
P.O. 13()x 00
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Washington in ReviewBY

Peter Gerstenberger

Ergonomics update

Recordkeeping reminder

Like other industry and labor groups,
the National Arborist Association has
little idea of what to expect should the
Labor Department come out with ergonomics guidelines for employers.
The National Association of Manufacturers, the largest industry group to
actively fight promulgation of an Ergonomics Standard over one year ago, has
publicly acknowledged they would have
to look at them before taking a position.
Some Washington insiders predicted
that the long-awaited announcement
would come as early as the week of
Jan. 13. Officials at the Labor Department have recently said that the
announcement would come "soon" but
could not supply a date.
After Congress overturned DOL's er gonomics standard in March 2001, Labor
Secretary Elaine Chao promised to release a plan by September 2001 that
would outline how the agency would
address musculoskeletal disorders in the
workplace. The agency was diverted by
the attacks of Sept. 11, and postponed the
announcement until later in the fall. The
department has yet to make an announcement, which has prompted five senators
to urge Chao to make her plan known.

Simpler, easier to follow requirements
for tracking workplace injuries and illnesses are now in force for 1.4 million
employers covered by OSHA's new
recordkeeping rule. If your firm employs
more than 10 full-time workers, then this
rule applies.

"The new recordkeeping system is
easier for employers to understand, better
protects employee privacy in sensitive
cases and will yield more accurate injury
and illness data," said OSHA Administrator John L. Henshaw. "The new OSHA

Reduced
Now only $23,900
1995

z4dzur,

suw.Eype

Windrow Turner
Windrow Turner with optional bag breaker teeth & bag breaker bar.
Like new. Only 78 hours. Debug yard waste bogs & turn those
leaves into valuable compost by turning them properly! $23,900

Purchase by March 1, 2002,
finance it at 0% and be set to
go for the spring clean up.

Only $23,900 with 0% financing or call
today for our special low "cash" discount!

11bloam ® Isafigims
OIUIII1

• 1JUl15
Tracks & Parts of Tampa
1015 S. 50th St., Tampa, FL 33619 • (113) 2476636 fax (813) 247-4465

Trucks & Parts of Ohio
9206 US Route 40 West, New Paris, OP 45347 • (937) 437-0377 fax (937) 437-7988

Please circle 57 on Reader Service Card
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forms are smaller; they fit on legal size
paper. We've also clarified and simplified
the instructions for filling out the forms.'
New recordkeeping forms, training
materials, fact sheets and other assi s-

tance are available on OSHA's Web site
at www. os/ia-sic, go i'/recordkeepiiig/
index.Iitmi to help employers make the
transition to the new system. The OSHA
Web site also includes frequently asked
questions as well as a listing of
recordkeeping coordinators and local
OSHA offices if employers have further
questions or need more information.
As you switch from the old
recordkeeping system to the new one, your
firm should post its 2001 summary of injuries and illnesses during the month of
February, using the old OSHA Form 200
Log & Summary. Throughout 2002, workplace illnesses and injuries must he
recorded on the new OSHA Form 300.
Beginning in 2003, the annual summary,
Form 300A, is to be posted from February
through April.
Additionally, a supplementary record
must be filled out within six working days
of the report of a recordable illness/injury.
Formerly, the form used for this was the
OSHA 101 Form. Effective this January,
the new form is OSHA Form 301.
Peter Gerstenberger is rice president qt
business management, safety & education/or
tile National Arborist Association.
TCI
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SIIOUIP START TO i-flT THE USED
EQUIPMENT MARVEL. JUST IN TIME
FOR ME TO MUSCLE IN ON PAVS
TREE TRIMMING USINESS!
Unless you can wait 25 years to take advantage of the innovative
features and quality construction of the MAT-TREE, we suggest you call
your representative today. Take one look and you'll see the difference
between a MAT-TREE and any of those 6 year "throw away" models.

00

Check out these great standard features:

n73

Innovative telescopic
upper boom
Solid boom construction not pipe construction like
our competitors
Amazing horizontal reach
of 41 feet at 30 feet
above ground
Non-over center design
for greater stability
No chains or cable for
boom actuation
Working height up to 65 feet
Bearing ring with 3 ft.
diameter, 30 0 rotation
for smooth operation
Faster tower operation fastest in the industry!

Platform capacity of 400 lbs.
Stowed height like a
48 ft. machine
Available for a non-CDL
chassis configuration
Unique patented hydraulic
platform leveling system
And much more!

•

For More Information: Call (920) 206-6265 or Toll Free (866) 836-6265 or Fax (920) 206-6260
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or small businesses, the term
"growth" classically involves
more locations, products, Set - vices, office space and correspondingly
increased expenditures. Why not
broaden our definition of growth? Not all
growth has to he physical or financial.
Growth can also involve an enrichment
of the business through the acquisition
of resources that might not necessarily
be physical or financial. An increase in
skills, training, or education enriches the
business and can he considered a form
of growth.
Let's consider various resources that
can improve or enhance your business.

Professional resources
One of the best resources for a business is its professional associations and
connections. This is also one of the most
underutilized. These resources include a
trade association - such as the National
Arborist Association - local business
groups, neighborhood groups, service
groups, and other affiliations. But to
make use of them and to get anything
from them requires participation. Just
belonging isn't enough. Time is the big
expenditure here, and an obvious consideration. All of us have limited social
energy and time. For an affiliation to
truly be a business resource, participants
need to get business-related benefits.
If the monthly Chamber of Commerce
18

lunch is good and you have a good time
with friends, that's nice, but it's not an
outside resource for the business. If the
programs focus on more effective ways
of doing business, or proposed strategies
for improving the local business climate,
or how to shop more effectively for insurance, for example, it can be a valuable
resource.

Networking
This was a hot business topic several
years ago: then it went out of style. But
it's still an important resource if used
well. Most of what passes for networking is something else - socializing,
schmoozing, and swapping business stories. Many casual exchanges can be
useful, but effective networking tends to
he more carefully defined.
Effective networking groups are organized almost as a league, with members.
The key is that each member must have
something to offer, and many networks
consider their balance of members very
carefully. This doesn't mean you have to
have top experts in law, accounting, manage me nt, comm u iii ty relations,
communications. etc. Some "members"
come with no such credentials, but they're
often the people who make the network it
success through personality, creativity, or
11
awl ingness to seek out help for members.
Some networks meet regularly, and in
effect become a forum for ideas and
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2002

problem solving. Others operate simply
as it reference/resource group, with few
or no plans l'or meeting.

Board of Directors
Too often hoards are a matter of family relationships or friendships. That's
not the best basis for selecting members
of a hoard. Far more effective is to
choose a hoard with a range of expertise.
Of course, good friends and family members can have expertise, but it's best to
maintain a balance with some outsiders.
Utilizing a hoard of directors effectively can he a matter of balance.
Problems can arise when a working
hoard is over-utilized. Management
needs to be scrupulous about calling on
the "free" expertise too often.

New blood
A friend of mine who is a pretty canny
investor and specializes in small - often
new - businesses never invests in a comtiiy where the last names are all the
same. Like most such absolutes, that one
doesn't always stand. But his point is
well taken. Most businesses - and not
just family firms - at some point can use
some new blood. An "outsider, if you
like. At some point if the business is to
grow, it becomes physically impossible
for one person to do everything.
"Family" as used here doesn't necessarily mean relatives. The idea of new

blood applies as well to employees who

he internal: it can take place in the inner

throw i ng money at them, so it is with

have been with the business a long time.

workings of the business, in the mindset

change. Not all change is achieved by

These employees are immensely valu-

underlying the business. Customers will

spending money. Change, like the reso-

able for their knowledge and ability, and

notice that something is different - they

lution of a problem, is most effectively

their contribution is not to he played

might not be able to identify j list what

achieved by creative solutions.

down in any way. But there's nothing

that is - but they will notice a change. If

like "new blood" for infusing new ideas,

that change enhances the resources of the

cilergy, creativity and different abilities

business and motivates employees, cus-

letiving to reach

iiit() the mix.

tomers will respond positively.

'anal/-business consultant ii, l/roo/./u'I(I, III.,

Obviously, a tight economy isn't the
time to be creating jobs. (This is rarely

Just as most problems aren't Solved by

Mm -v McVicker iias a Ia.v aI/omev be/ore

/0/

iiiore

111(1/1

(111(1

write. She has

/)CCIi (1

TO

lSv eal -. S.

it

good idea in any economy. Jobs should
come about from an identified need.) For
many businesses the opportunity for this
new infusion comes when an employee
who has been with the business a long
time leaves. Too often, however, the
business seeks a replacement in every
sense of the word. They look for someone as close to a clone as possible. This
isn't a had policy per se, hut it misses an
opportu iii ty. Perhaps a better approach

FTI

is along the lines of "We need someone
whose job skills involve X, Y and Z. Btii
maybe we can find someone who comes
at the Job 1mm a different approach. or
someone who is willing to look heyinl

iI1J;JJJ

the boundaries of the job description. Of course, having promised a caiid
(late these sorts of opportunities.
management has to see about prov i ding
the setting for doing ust those sorts

Hydraulic Tools That Pepfopm
When The Pressures On,,

01'

things. This may mean a significant
c liange in the business cii It iire . Other
employees may welcome such an opportin i ty themselves. If management is
feeling some stagnation, chances are
employees are as well. Boredom is never

4

a productive cultural setting.
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In tight financial times when the eco-
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nomic future is uncertain, classic
business wisdom advises tightening up
financially and avoiding risky changes.
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Business as usual - hut business that's
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run more efficiently, prodiicti vely and
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more ecoiioinicallv is the preferred
Ill ode.

All that is t tic. But this

is

time to explore change, to become more

Mlanulactirers ol Pais Saws, Primers,
Hand Saws, Impact Wrenches,
Other Tools and Accessories for
the Thee Care kidustry.

creative at identifying and marshaling
resources. The pitfall in business as
usual" is that it might imply that inertia
is all right. Too much "business as usual''
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Not all change is physical. Change can
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can lead to stagnation.
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Events & Seminars

More almanac online!
www.natlarb.com -> news -> industry calendar

Don't miss these upcoming events
February 7-9, 2002
New England Grows
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Mass.
Contact: (508) 653-3009, fax: (508) 653-4112,
or visit www.NEGrows.org .
February 7-May 2, 2002
12-session Arborists' and Tree Workers'
Certification Preparation Course
Brea Civic & Cultural Center
Orange County, CA
Contact: Ted Stamen, (909) 656-3431,
fax: (909) 656-3451
February 9, 2002
Long Island Arboricultural Association
Annual Tree Conference
Hofstra University
Hempstead, NY
Contact: LIAA Office, (516) 454-6550
February 10-12, 2002
Ohio Chapter ISA Tree Care Conference
and Trade Show
Columbus Marriott North
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: Ohio Chapter ISA (216) 381-1740
February 12, 2002
Stockbridge School Job Fair
Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass.
Contact: Call (413) 545-2222, e-mail
stocky@fnr.umass.edu or visit
www.umass.edu/stockbridge

February 12-17, 2002
National Arborist Association
Winter Management Conference
Ritz-Canton Kapalua
Maui, Hawaii
Contact: Carol Crossland, (800) 733-2622;
crossland © natlarb.com

February 20-22, 2002
Landscape Contractors Association
Winter Workshop 2002 Grow in Winter"
Bethesda Marriott
Bethesda, Md.
Contact: Laura Lloyd-Henry, (301) 948-0810, fax
(301) 990-9771, e-mail Ihenry@mgmtsol.com

February 15, 2002
Western States Palm Conference
College of Extended Learning at
California State University, San Bernardino
Arcadia, CA 91007
Contact: Karen Yates, (909) 880-5977,
fax: (909) 880-7065

February 21-22, 2002
Al Shigo
"Tree Biology Magnified"
Portsmouth Elks Banquet Hall
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: 1-800-841-2498

February 19-20, 2002
ACRT, Inc.
Cultural Diversity for Supervisors
Environmental Education, Urban Forestry
Wilbur Wright College
Chicago, IL 60634
Contact: Lois Tennant, 1-800-847-3541, Ext. 240
February 19-20, 2002
University of Illinois
Southern Illinois Grounds Maintenance School
Gateway Convention Center
Collinsville, IL
Contact: Ron Cornwell, (618) 692-9434 or visit
web.extension.uiuc.edu/edwardsvillecenter/
2002SlGMSinformation.htm
February 20-22, 2002
ISAO 54th Annual Conference
and Trade Show
Clearly International Centre
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Contact: (519) 376-1882

February 25-March 1, 2002
ACRT
Basic Arborist
2545 Bailey Road
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221
Contact: Lois Tennant, 1-800-847-3541
February 26-28, 2002
Western Pa. Turf Conference & Trade Show
Pittsburgh ExpoMart/Radisson Hotel
Monroeville, PA 15146
Contact: R. Eric Oesterling, (724) 837-1402
or e-mail reol ©psu.edu or Thomas Bettle,
(412) 257-2313 or e-mail tbettle@stargate.net
February 26 - March 1, 2002
American Society of Consulting Arborists
Consulting Academy
Doubletree O'Hare Hotel Rosemont, III.
Contact: (301) 947-0483 or
www.asca-consultants.org
March 1, 2002
UMass Extention, NE Wildflower Association,
Ecological Landscaping Association
8th Annual 2002 Winter Conference
"Local Actions, Global Effects: Linking the
Managed Landscape w/the Natural Environment"
Boxborough, MA
Contact: Kathleen Carroll, (413) 545-0895
or visit www.umassgreeninfo.org
March 6-7, 2002
Metropolitan Detroit Landscape Association
Trade Show & Convention
Novi Expo Center
Novi, Ml
Contact: Diane Andrews, (248) 646-4992
or visit www.landscape.org
March 9-12, 2002
ISA Southern Chapter Meeting
Adams Mark Hotel,
Memphis, TN
Contact: Dwayne Carter, (336) 789-4747,
e-mail: dcarter@isasouthern.org
or visit www.isasouthern.org

Send information on your event to:
Ti -ce Care industry, 3 Perimeter Road,
Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103
Fax: (603) 314-5386
E-mail: Ziniinskv@ natlarh. corn
Please circle 7 on Reader Service Card
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1990 INTERNATIONAL 4900 BUCKET

1993 TOPKICK FORESTRY TRUCKS

DT466 TURBO DIESEL, ALLISON AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION,
55 FT. OVER CENTER BUCKET, 12 FT. CHIP BODY, UNDER 65,000
ORIGINAL MILES, GOVERNMENT OWNED AND MAINTAINED

3116 CAT TURBO DIESEL, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, 25,950 GVW, NO CDL
REQUIREDI, AC, PS, HYDRAULIC BRAKES, WILL INSTALL NEW DUMP HOIST,
FORESTRY BODY AND PAINT YOUR COLOR

A

r

1995 FL60 CHIP TRUCK
1990 INTERNATIONAL CHIP TRUCKS

DT466 TURBO DIESEL, AUTO OR MANUAL, UNDER
OR OVER CDL BODY CUSTOM BUILT TO YOUR SPECS

1998 INTL 4900 BUCKET TRUCK

CUMMINS TURBO DIESEL, 6 SPEED TRANSMISSION
25,500 GVW, NO CDL REQUIRED!
NEW BODY PAINTED YOUR COLORI

1997 GMC T6500 LO PRO'S

01466 TURBO DIESEL, 6+1 TRANS. 33,000 GVVV,
99 AERIAL LIFT OF CT. 65 REAR MOUNT BUCKET,
UNDER 7,500 ORIGINAL MILES.

1998 FORD F700 CHIP TRUCKS
/ 0 V8, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, 25,950 GVW,

3116 CAT TURBO DIESEL ENGINE, AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION, 23,900 GW, NO CDL REQUIRED!,
WITH NEW 14 FT. ROYAL FORESTRY BODIES & HOIST

NO CDL REQUIRED!, LOW MILES, WILL INSTALL
FORESTRY BODY AND PAINT YOUR COLOR

a
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Tanaka Introduces EPA
2005 Compliant Engine
Tanaka Power Equipment based in Auburn, Wash., has introduced a 2-cycle
engine to meet the EPA's 2005 emission
regulations and C.A.R.B.'s Tier III standards. The PureFire engine aims to ensure
the continued availability of 2-cycle products to the outdoor power equipment
industry.
The 250PF engine family will include
a grass trimmer/brush cutter, edger, pole
hedgetrimmer, and pruning saw, with more
models to follow. The 24 cc, 1 .2hp 2-cycle
engine reduces emissions and is fuel-efficient.
information,
visit
For
more
www.tanaka-usa.com .

New Wood-Mizer
Center opens in Maine
Wood-Mizer Products Inc. is expanding
internationally to establish up to a dozen

new sales and services centers across North
America over the next several years. As
part of this effort, the firm opened its sixth
North American sales and service center
in November. The new center, located in
Chesterville. Maine, will he managed by
Ross Clair, a longtime Wood-Mizer owner
and operator.
Chesterville was selected for early inclusion in the expansion program because
the portable band sawmill has been popular in Northeast lumber market.
According to Mike Eastwood, vice
president of Sales for Wood-Mizer, projected continued growth in the wood
processing sector prompted the expansion.

Husqvarna announced recently that it
has formed a relationship with Sears to
offer a limited line of forest, lawn and
garden products in select locations beginning first quarter 2002.
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16' Tall Boy
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Husqvarna Aligns with
Sears to Add Channels
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Call: 1-800-858-0437
\\I \R

Website: www.tamarackclearing.com e-mail: jsleeper@twcny.rr.com
\( k (11 RIf\( SVRVWE, INC. P0 [lox 370 ( inton \\ 1361
Please circle 54 on Reader Service Card
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"The professional user is our
company's primary focus. We have
made significant investments in the development of professional products, and
our power retailers are the best channels
of distribution for the professional user.
However, brand-conscious consumers
also represent a large opportunity for
LS, " said Dave Zerfoss, president of
Husqvarna North America..
National retailers have demonstrated
an ability to reach homeowners by using billion-dollar advertising budgets.
convenient locations and seven-day-aweek shopping hours. "Husqvarna Total
Source retailers who carry a full line of
products will benefit from significantly
increased brand exposure," added
Zerfoss.
Husqvarna's full line of professional
outdoor power equipment will be available only through Husqvarna's Total
Source Retailers. Sears will offer a limited line of handheld equipment in 1,000
locations across the country.

1989-1995 Ford,
GMC & INT Gas or Diesel

r

Price: $15,000-$27,000

SePRO Purchases
Flurprimidol Rights

SePRO offers a lull line of aquatic prod-

most stuidents SIX to nine months to com-

ucts and services. including Sonar aquatic

plete the program. Students graduate after

herbicide.

suiccessfully completing proficiency test-

SePRO Corp. completed its purchase of

In addition to its aquatic business,

the worldwide rights of Ii u rpri m idol plant

SePRO has a growing line of products that

growth regulator from DOW AgroSciences

are used to enhance the quality of ornamen-

LLC. Flurprimidol is used to reduce un-

tal horticulture crops. SePRO is the

ing in each subject area, and ACRT assists
them in their search for a job.
The Department of Labor, through the
Job Corps, houses, feeds, clothes, provides

wanted plant growth while enhancing the

worldwide manu facturer and marketer of

medical and dental services, and conducts

quality of ornamentals. trees, turf grass and

A-Rest plant growth regulator and Pipron

General Education Training (GEL)) train-

certain specialty 100(1 crops.

fungicide.

ing for the 17- to 24-year-old trainees.

Job Corps Urban Forestry Training in Vermont

climbing with rope and saddle, chain saw

Fl urpri iii idol is marketed in a number of
countries under the trademarks Topilor.
('utless and Greenfield. SePR() will assume all rights, data, reg is! rations and

ACRT provides vocational training in
operation, proper pruini ilg procedures, rigging and removal, tree identification,

trademarks associated with 111 Urpri midol.

AC RT is opening an L11 - hall forestry

During a transitional period. Dow

training program at Northlands Job Corps

safety, bucket truck operation and other

AgroSc iences Europe will continue to

facility in Vergennes, Vt. This is the fifth

Employers interested in more informa-

market lopi for in Europe. through an cx-

Job Corps urban forestry training program

ion about hi ring Job Corps graduates, or

elusive supply agreenleut with SePRO.

ACRT is conducting.

skills.

placing students in a Job Corps program,

According to Roger Slorcy, director of

ACRT started the first program to pre-

Global Business Development for SePRO.

pare entry-level tree care employees in

Barbara Brown at 1-877-652-1305 or e-

"The addition of flurprimidol will he

1993 at the Job Corps facility in

mail her at tree jobs

complementary to our existing plant

Golconda, Ill. Since then, ACRT has

growth regulator business and provide

added Urban forestry programs in Pine

the urban forestry program to Your lo-

OW01 opportunities in the United Stales

Knot, Ky.; at the A ngel I Job Corps in

cal Job Corps center, call Lynn

(II -

aiid globally.
SePR() provides products and services
that maila2e aquatic plait problems.

can call ACRT' s placement coordinator
(cl)

shawneel ink .com.

For more in form at i on on bringing

Yachats, Ore.: and at the Ouachita Job

Kindsvatter at 1-500-547-3541. Ext.

Corps facility in Royal. Ark.

21 I.e-mail lynnk@ 1 acrt1nc.co1II or lax

Job Corps training is year-rouind. It takes

(330) 945-7200.

TO

How To Eliminate the
Labor of a 3-man Crew
"A Two-day Job Got Done in 8 Hours!
This ImpleMax 4836Lw Is Unbelievable!"
I/,I'

'H,

Holwwoll,hifichoti NY

See the ImpleMax 4836Lw video!
The ImpleMax 4836Lw attaches to Tractors, Tracked
Skid Loaders, Skid Steers & Articulated Loaders!

Great Financing Again Available
Pay NO Interest For Up To 6 M on th s !*
I iU.;(All rIiL(I Iiuppidprii
YIqi.i Iii It
ment and purchased ImpteMax. Best equipment Investment I've made! Awesome! Call me, I'd be more
than happy to help with detailed answers"
.1 Moments, In The Trees. Southbury, CT

• i kTA

Order your ImpleMax in February, Make
NO paymenjtU August 2002

Put the 48361-w to work immediately. It could
pay for itself before your first payment is due!
i
A pi OVu'
Approvalwithifl 24hOu
6 Months same

ra
.

sh

Max

tmpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.

FREE Video
Call 800-587-6656
24 Hours
www.imptemax.com

Please

circle 26 on Reader Service
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Cutting Edge
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Bad Boy Tree Saw
The Bad Boy Tree Saw is a front-load attachment that transforms skid
loaders and tractors into tree cuffing and removal machines. Its 8-foot saw
arm can bring down trees of any
.
3 . . -.
(
.
size and makes its cuts flush to
the ground The high -carbon
steel teeth of the saw are
designed for easy cuffing
.
without binding and are put into
-:a.p
action with the forward and
•
reverse movement of the power
unit The Bad Boy requires no
hydraulics to operate and has
an optional 3-gallon spraying
attachment that allows the operator to treat the newly sawed stump
without leaving the machinery. For more information, contact Second
Look at (785) 647-5454 or www.secondlookinc.com .
Please circle 190 on Reader Service Card

Jonsered 2159 Turbo Saw
The new 2159 Turbo gives Jonsered its first mid-range (3.5-4.0 cubic inch)
pro saw in years. The 59 cc saw's performance characteristics are fast chain
speed and power at high rpm. It develops 4.1 hp and has a maximum no-load
rpm of 13,800. Powerhead weight (less
........
bar Et chain) is 12.3 pounds. The 2159 also
has a magnesium-alloy crankcase and a new fuel
compensation system that maintains correct fuel/
air ratio. Features include a compression-release
valve, side-access chain tensioner and a combined start/choke
control. For more information, call Tilton Equipment at 1-877-693-7729.
.'.S

S

Please circle 192 on Reader Service Card

WedgeChek with Tight-Hold Barbs

Gandy Poly-Stainless Steel
Fertilizer Hopper
Gandy has introduced a row applicator designed
for metering dry fertilizer at a wide range of
rates, making it ideal for small planters, nursery
applications and other specialized and general
uses. If grounddriven, the unit
uses speed
compensation to
maintain a
uniform rate as
application speed
varies. However,
it can also be
driven by 12-volt
•.. _____ .
electric motor,
•
governing one or
.,
two hoppers. The
,
translucent
,'
polyethylene
hopper has 2.3
cubic foot capacity, holding approx. 150 pounds, with a stainless
steel housing for the nylon metering wheel
system. Options include one to four outlets plus
two different metering wheels to provide two rate
ranges. Rates are adjusted by a set of 12
sprockets that may govern multiple hoppers,
with a heavy duty drive sprocket mounting
option available for ground-driven installations.
For more information, contact Gandy at
Gandy Company, 528 Gandrud Rd.,
Owatonna, MN 55060, call 1-800-443-2476,
visit www.gandy.net or e-mail
custsrv@gandy.net .

t4

The new WedgeChek maximizes chem ical retention
when using the ArborSystem's Wedgle tree injection
system. The new device aims to improve sealing. The
hard outer shell features Tight-Hold barbs that grip tree
bark, holding the WedgeChek tightly in place and helping
to eliminate pop-outs.
New WedgeChek' TM from Arbor Systems!
In addition, the new
1. New soft inner core
j
WedgeChek works
self-seals as needle is
like a basketball
withdrawn from tree.
valve: As the needle
2. Tight-Hold barbs
is withdrawn the soft
,grip tree bark, virtually
inner core seals
eliminating pop-outs.
along
the full length
(Cutaway)
of the WedgeChek,
keeping chemicals in and elements out. For more information, contact ArborSystems, LLC at 1-800-698-4641
or www.arborsystemsllc.com

Sherrill Arborist Supply
.
proudly announces the
completion of a completely
4
Spanish version of their
c.
wtsherrill.com Web site.
$.y.
"ArboristerIa de Sherrill en
linea" is an exact duplicate of
the English version of Sherrill
Online with all of the articles, products and informative text
translated. You can get to the Spanish Web site by following a
link at www.wtsherrill.com or you can reach Sherrill Arborist
Supply by phone at 1-800-525-8873 and receive help in either English or Spanish.

Please circle 193 on Reader Service Card

Please circle 194 on Reader Service Card
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wtsherrill.com Web Site en Espanol
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Flexible Packaging from Growth Products
Growth Products is offering five of its products in one-quart containers. The
solutions contained in the new packaging make up a program for a wide
range of plant materials. The line is created for use by landscapers, lawn
care professionals, smaller greenhouses and nurseries, and garden centers.
Directions are included on the containers. Products in the line include Companion microbial inoculant, Essential Plus biostimulant and soil conditioner,
18-3-6 fertilizer, Triple Ten (10-10-10) fertilizer, and Organic Iron 5 percent.
The point of purchase (POP) display system is also available. For more
information, contact Growth Products, Ltd. at 1-800-648-7626, fax (914) 4282780, visit www.growthproducts.com or e-mail info@growthproducts.com .

,
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Please circle 195 on Reader Service Card

Swinger Model 2000
Swinger Model 2000 articulated compact loader/carrier now features a 65
hp Cummins 3.3 diesel engine as standard equipment. The naturally
aspirated engine represents a 13 per cent horsepower increase over the
prior engine. Additional features include
high fuel economy, reduced engine
noise levels, and a two-year/2,000 hour
warranty. Also new for the Swinger
2000 is a modular, side-by-side split
radiator designed for efficient cooling
of both hydraulic fluid and engine coolant. For more information, contact
Swinger Loader Division of NMCWollard Inc., at 2021 Traux Blvd., Eau
Claire, WI 54703, call 1-800-656-6867,
fax (715) 833-8708, visit www.nmcwollard.com or e-mail
loaders @ nmc-wollard.com .

Quiet, easy-start Honda OHY engines
- the best in the business

ngth and safety
luty 8" H-beams

I

V
.r

fr1!

?"

Auto cycle valve completes full splitting
cycle for maximum productivity

Backsaving log-lift
handles up to 500 lbs.

.'

Tiruberwoif log splitters are engineered for the fast cycle time
and heavy tonnage it takes to get the job done. Our bigger,
baffled hydraulic tanks run cooler for longer engine life and
greater wood production. And every Tim.berwolf splitter is built
to order in the U.S.A. from components we manufacture. If you're
serious about wood, it's time you got serious about a Tirnberwolf.

.we blew through that mountain of wood, were able to
cash out the machine and pocket some vacation money."
- Dennis Redican, Tabor Tree & Land Co.,
Martha's Vineyard, MA

•

Call today for
FREE information and the
name of your local dealer

800-340-4386
WOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Please circle 196 on Reader Service Card

www.timberwoltcorp.com
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Static or
Dynamic

I

VV[wt's Best?
B' iv1ieIiiel Roche

iist when yOL.I thought there WLS ciiough con!lictiiig stretch OVCF tulle: YOU have to CI1p1()y loLitlile il1S[)CCti()I1S I1()FC
information OUt there, we now have one IT1OC issue to often; and some say the material is not as aesthetically appealing.
There is no doubt that steel cables have been the backbone of
debate:
Which is better for trees, static or dynamic CJ
hung systems'? Static line cables follow the traditional path tree support systems lr many decades. When was the last time
you had an emergency to repair a tree due to a cable failing? It
of steel materials. Dynamic systems utilize a fabric. typically
certainly happens around the nation every year, but if you corn-

polypropylene. Dynamic cabling is commonly referred to as
Cobra cable because the inanufacturer of Cobra dorninates

pare it to the number of trees that would have failed anyway, it is
easy to argue that the benefits of steel caN ing easily outweigh the

the U.S. market, it is similar in how tissues are often called

negatives.
The new dynamic cables, on the other hand. take tree support
systems to a new level. No tools besides a knife and a lighter are

Kleenex.
Arhorists like steel cables because they are tried and true.
they last a long time, the materials are reasonably priced, and

the tree, no tools are required, Installing them is easy to learn,

needed. The Cobra system gear weighs less than a rope and saddle
and it's SO simple to install, the person estimating the job - it ., they
have c I i rnhi ng skills — can Install a cable on the spot. This makes

and they work.
So what's the problein? Why can't arhorists just use what

a tree company more efficient and only adds to the bottom line.
Metal cabling gear requires tools and niaterials that weigh SO niuch

they like? Well, there are downsides to both systems that at--

that a separate tree crew is necessary, preferably with a bucket

horists need to consider. When you use steel cables, you

truck.
The Cobra system uses it hollow polypropylene rope that
stretches when the wind blows. The rope is wrapped around the

they work.
Arhorists like fabric cables because there is no dril I ing into

wound the tree, leaving an opening for infection. In addilion, with steel cables, the tree's sway is restricted and the

stern with a splice and the wrap is capable of expanding as the

tree is weakened. When you use polypropylene cables, there
is potential for photo-degradation: the material seems to

tree grows in diameter. One of the best features of the Cobra system is setting cable tension. With static
cables, it can he difficult to decide on
proper tension of the cable due to weight
of' the leaves oi different stress loads
Caused by swirling winds.
Because clynai -n Ic c. tbles flex in the
wind, once the cable is installed properly,
the I -i lit slack is achieved. Two drawbacks to fabric cables are that after many
years the tree may outgrow the cable's

''

we

ability to meet continued stem expansion
or the cable can photo-degrade so much

:
-'

that it loses strength. In order to get past

/
:

--

/
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these negative aspects. better long-term
data is necessary for arhorists to feel confident installing dynamic cables in a
greater percentage of their work.
Here is what experienced climbers,

H
ct3

managers. and scientists have to say about
the two systems:

More data first,
new cable later
The Bartlett Tree Research I ab has been
study i rig dynamic cables for four years.
They have heard all the argu ments. hut
be lore they make a switch from static
cables they want to see results. They have
been testing for strength and photo degradation.
"We have been usi ri static cables for
() years." notes Bruce I'raedrich. vice
president ol research at Bartlett. ''We don't
see cables or parts of trees failing where
we have installed a cable. We need to see
sonic benefit of dynamic cables, and we
are reluctant to switch if we don't see a
benefit." In regards to photo degradation.
their research shows that it is a little early
to make a decision, since the fabric
stretches as well over 11111C.
Fraedrich is not completely opposed to
dynamic cables, There are times when fabric cables can work better than steel cables.
Fraedrich says, but 'itli reard to tisrn

fl/
iif
,.

r r

Keep the trees
wound-free
On the other side of the issue is 'loin
I)un lap. owner of Canopy Tree Care in
M iii ieap d is. Miii ii. Ile has served on the

-J

Call Now!

cii

-

t It,'i't' is ()Ur fliOst p()pti dr pr()-) rt)orlst chain. 301T ' is an .iggt'essi v'
tt i ii Iv -p
Alain that matches perfect!v with an Arborl 'R( )' ' bar. DO not choose tiii
haiii unless you aie a professional arborist or utility worker with expi'tence running a chain saw. Chain is .375 pitch, .t)5t) gauge, full comp.
I' pu lar loop prices a 'c below.

Item No.
WPL 12 30LP45
WPL 14 30LP50
WPL 14 30LP52
WPL 16 30LP55
WPL 16 30LP56

sJ

ISA Best Management Practices Committee for tree support systems. Canopy
installs more than 100 dynamic cables a
year.
"The biggest reason we use dynamic
cables is ISO that I we are riot wou rid i rig the
tree." stresses Dunlap. "By allowing trees
to swi 11g. you huii Id up reaction wood,
which increases the strength of the stem.
It is also niucli quicker' to install, probably
one-quarter of the ti me." The Cobra systern is also not as aesthetically pleasi rig to
so rile, burt DMILIP con rite rs that eve ii
though it is iiiore visible, "People would
rather see a cable than I broken branch."
1 )u ii lap installed tile I'll-St Cobra cable in
Minnesota into a tree in his own hack yard.
When it is windy, lie only has to look at
lie sway in the tree to convince
rice lii in that
dynamic cables are the way to go. The tree
sways to its own natural rhythm, and when
lie sees that, lie knows lie is doing the right
thing.
Another proponent of the Cobra system is Tobe Sherrill, owner of Sherrill
Arborist Supply. Oil his Web page,
Sherrill says this about Cobra systems:
it's not the I ight wi rid days that PITh

Chain Saw Chain

..,.,

'

/

them as a conirnon l)rictice, he wants to
see more data first. There are two situations where he i'ecogni/.es the use of
dynamic cables. One is when you have a
fast-growing youn g tree in which you want
to see more limb movement so as not to
deter the taper of the limb. The other is
when a Ii rub is no longer strong enough to
hold a bolt. In this situation. a wrap-around
fabric would work better. I lowever, it is
vital to note that in such a situation, the tree
S1101.11(1 only be cabled if there is no possibility of human interaction with the tree.
ha limb is so unstable that it cannot handle
a bolt, and t here are people awn rid. then
that limb should come out.
I raed rich's Ii nal thought on the whole
issue is summed up in a sentence: "We are
open minded in theory aiid pri nc iii Ic to
dynamic cables, hut we need to see more
data.

/

Description
12' chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (45 drive links)
14" chain loop for mini Stihl (50 drive links)
14" chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (52 drive links)
16" chain loop for mini Stihl (55 drive links)
16" chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (Sh drive links)
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Price 1-9
ea. S7.95
ea. $8.95
ea. $8.95
ea. $9.95
ea. $9.95

.

.........

.........

.........

.........

.........

Price 10+
ea. S6.95
ea. $7.95
ea. $7.95
ea. $8.95
ea. $8.95

Sprocketnose Bars

oftpRIU

ft8
It you ai'i' tired of the low ivalitv laminated bit's that coitte with toda's smaller professional saws, here is VOLIr answer. ArborIR() bars are designed with today's professional
users in mind. Made of special micro-alloy steel, these bars .111' wider and thicker than stock bars. They
also come w I tli a stout 4 rivet tip to gi vi' you i tic rca sed lit(' ill ill(' nose area. 'try one on your tree saw and
see why prolessu tita I a rborisls nt use to ruil amiv t lii ig else. Bar ,, fit St ill I, II tisky, I 'tot Ian and I 'clio saws.

fi

'',

for our
116 Page
Full-Color 2002
Master Catalog!
Mention Source
Code T8K4

The World's Largest Mail
Order Woodsman

..

Item No. Description
Price
APM 12
12" ArborPROTM Bar ............ea.
APM 14
14" ArborPROTM Bar ............ea ..15.95

APM 16 10" ArborPflO'TM Rar

ca.

Selling at Discounted Prices
Over 5,000 Products with
www.baileys-online.com

Otter good through 12/31/02, 2002

Warehouses in TN & CA

-800-322-4539

Please circle 9 nit Rcadcr Service ('at&t
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WE

TO KEEP YOU

well equipped
Our new 160 full color page catalog
of professional toots and equipment for the
arborist, landscaper and serious gardener
will leave
quite an
impression
with over
400 new
owpOny

pose the risk but indeed provide exercise for bad weather, and you don't
eliminate the tree's ability to 'flex its
muscles' by tightly installing systems
that literally become the support. Insist on periodic pruning. For over So
years arborists in America have employed steel wire as the preferred
material for cabling trees. Steel wire
is indeed strong and long-lasting, but
is poorly suited for a situation expeSample shows the decay that can accompany
riencing such high energy."
the installation of bolts and hooks. Notice the
Sherrill also draws a parallel to
sound wood that has grown around the lag.
"the discovery by skyscraper engineers in earthquake-prone parts of the
world that providing flexibility
doesn't weaken a building but indeed
strengthens it. Stiffening the canopy of
Two people with more middle-of-thea tree eventually strengthens the trunk,
road opinions are Sharon Lilly, director of
not the crotch."
publications with the ISA and Bill Graham.
Sherrill makes one other very persuathe arboricultural consultant and educator
sive argument: "Had the USA started
at the Morris Arboretum.
with Cobra cable years ago. I believe it
Graham teaches cabling at the arborewould be difficult to convince arborists
tum. "Up till now, we've employed
that steel should be used in as many ocone-size-fits-all cabling systems," he excurrences as it is."
plains. "Now a new system comes along
The cost for Cobra cable at one time
and it is important to identify when is the
was an issue, but lately the price gap
appropriate place for using it." Graham
between steel and fabric systems has
believes that steel is the choice for trees
been narrowing. According to Sherrill,
with equal stems or trees that have weak
the cost for a 15-foot steel cable is
crotches. He thinks Cobra works better in
$36.90; a Cobra cable of the same price
trees where the stems are uneven in size.
rings up at $38.66.

The best of both worlds

FOR1THE ITa:I'JaL-1dOil
Featuring the newest technology
in arborist toots and climbing
equipment.

Check out Bishop Company's new
catalog of professional tools and
equipment for the landscaper.

F2M
orl

Become a Bishop Company dealer
and stop sending your customers
away empty handed.

I

1yg
andrequeoryour
tudayl

What does ANSI A300 Part 3 Tree Support Systems say about steel and synthetic-fiber cables?
The standard defines a cable as being either metallic (steel) or synthetic-fiber. It includes synthetic-fiber systems as a method of cabling, but not as a method of bracing.
Here's some definitions from ANSI A300 Part 3:

bishop

bracing: The installation of lag-thread screw or threaded-steel rods in limbs,
33.6
leaders, or trunks to provide supplemental support.

P.O. Box B70, iThittier, CA 9050B

cable: 1) Zinc-coated strand per ASTM A-475 for dead-end grip applications.
33.7
2) Wire rope or strand for general applications. 3) Synthetic-fiber rope or syntheticfiber webbing for general applications.

company

1-800-421-4833
or aIes17bIhco.cuin
4 H, Fax 56-698-30

MMMM

MfMBER

cabling: The installation of a steel wire rope, steel strand, or synthetic-fiber
33.8
system within a tree between limbs or leaders to limit movement and provide supplemental support.
This definition means that synthetic cables are required to meet the same general requirements as are metallic cables, however the standard does goes on to require
installation practices for synthetic cables to follow the manufacturer's instructions.
You can order a copy of ANSI A300 Part 3 Tree Support Systems from the NAA by
calling 1-800-733-2622 or order on-line at www.natlarb.com .

Please circle 12 on Reader Service Card
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In such cases, wind Can blow the stems ill
dramatically opposite directions. The Cobra system would forgive more and reduce
the pressure a large limb would have on a
small one. In the wind, static cables on
uneven stems can put a significant pressure on the smaller stem. Graham also sees
Cobra effective as a stopgap if you need
time deciding what to do with a problem
limb.
Lilly also likes both systems and stresses
their individual usage in the right place.
"We need to see more research, but in
theory, there are advantages to the new
system." she says. One thing is for sure:
"You don't want dynamic cables if you
have a split crotch,"
She bases her opinion on technical
knowledge and experience in the Field.
According to Lilly, "There may he some
advantages to allowing more movement in
the branches of a tree. Trees compensate
for the forces and loads to which they are
exposed by allocating resources to build
tissue. When we install cables, they become part of the whole tree's systems and
can affect the way trees put on new tissue."
In other words, a static cable might hold
a tree together, but it also sends a message
to the tree that it doesn't have to allocate
resources to a weak Fork.

INBOARD BEARING SUPPORT

So, how do you
handle change?
The debate between systems is similar
to how people treat change. Some people
see new technology and embrace it, while
others take a more conservative approach
and wait till research confirms the new
system. If, over time, the dynamic cables
hold up and are more beneficial to the tree,
then the people who have iiistalled them
will know they were on the cutting edge
of great tree care. IF, instead, over time the
fabric cables breakdown, stretch out, or require too many return trips For inspection
and change. then the arhorists installing
static line cables will feel vindicated.
So this article doesn't real/v answer a
thing. Nevertheless, each person quoted
here is a tree expert and each has years of
experience. Chances are, iF you use either
system in the right situation and install it
correctly. you will he Ii ne.
Outside of that. we'll all have to keel)
waiting while the research conies in.

• Take replacement clutch cost out of your chipper's cost of ownership.
• The New Standard with the leading chipper manufacturers.
• Ask for ,%.tITL clutch on your next chipper order.
• Call us for pricing on replacement clutch kits.
• No more worries! From the side load killer!

/** "

ir

Industrial Spring Loaded PTO
655 Wheat Lane
Wood Dale, IL 60191
800.456.AUTO(2886)
800.432.9745
www.autoclutch.com
"•

FAX

Michael Roe/ic is the owner at S/one
& Laiu/scape in Stowe, Vt.
TCI
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A Lion's Tale
A Photo Essay
BY David Sc/mail:

i

n 1969. 1 dropped out ol' college as a psychology major and ended up in Boonville, Mo..
where I got ajob as a tree climber. (I tell people that the study of psychology drove me to tree
climbing. Sometimes it gets a couple laughs!) I quickly fell in love with this addictive and
challenging profession. I love working outside with nature, I enjoy the physical challenges.
and I am intrigued by the investigation necessary to properly manage a plant or property.
Today, 1 run my own tree care bLisilless ill Rhode Island - a state with no real standards for
arborist licensing. Between 80 and 90 percent of the tree work I see around me is by any
standard plant damage. Proper pruning should be removal of liabilities. My company is very
careful to make proper cuts and not remove more foliage than the tree can afford to lose; many
"tree care" companies I see working around me don't adhere to these same standards, and
many customers who buy their services are unsuspecting.
As a result oF this kick ol' awareness about proper tree care, I started Compi Ii n(l slides and
organized slide shows that I now present to garden clubs, horticulture classes, industry groups,
etc. Here is one such presentation - a photo essay I call. 'A Lion's Tale."

Photo 1:

4'

A Norway maple

101.

(Acer platanoides)

before trim.

W

start with
an example of
proper tree care
Photo 2: The same Norway maple after a trim. Our goal was to make the tree A
look like it has never been touched, and has grown perfectly in a natural way.
30
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and an example of Poor tree care.

Photo 3: A poorly trimmed elm tree. A

!

Photo 4: This photo shows the effect that a prior trim had on this
elm. The loss of apical dominance and removal of too much
foliage has turned this once-healthy tree into a big fuzzball! You
will also notice that the left trunk now bears a marked resemblance to Big Bird.

:L

We now get to the 'Lion's Tale.'

-.

.

Ail

Photo 5: A Norway maple after trim. This tree has had
about 70 percent of its foliage removed. The damaging
factor here is that the tree has had its food production
reduced by 70 percent and now has much less energy to
perform its vital functions.

4

Photo 6: This shows the tree three to A
five years later. You will note that the top of
the tree is getting chlorotic, while the
epicormic sucker growth has become the
only growth that is efficiently photosynthesizing. In other words, the tree has shifted
systems to accommodate its damaged
economic systems.
Photo 7: You can see vigorous suckers;
in addition, the bark is beginning to split.
FREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2002
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Photo 8: In addition to the previous
detriments, the bark is starting to turn
black and die in spots.
000.

Photo 9: This is interesting if
you take note of the branch
on the lower left. Early April,
a few years ago, we
had an ice storm...

L
Photo 10: ... This photo shows what
happened to that same branch as a
result of the added weight of snow and ice
from the storm.

A

Photo 11: This shows that the damage is continuing and escalating, as a 12-inch leader falls
from the front of the tree. The tree is literally falling
apart from the lion's tailing that was done years
earlier.

32
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Photos 13 and 14:
Thesephotos show
the tree's reaction
to the repeated
trauma. This tree
will soon be
removal because
of the way it was
poorly managed.
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Photo 12: The tree's trials and tribulations
continue as the next trimmer, unaware of
the history of the tree, removes the sucker
growth which, at this point, is pretty much
the sole nutritional support of the tree.

A Photo 15: Our next case is an oak true that was
treated badly about 15 years earlier. I was called to
the property to remove a large top that had broken
and was hanging over a neighbor's shed.
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Photo 16: This photo
shows the marks left by
the climbing spikes of the
trimmer. Trimming with
climbing spikes is the only
practice that is illegal
regarding tree care in
Rhode Island. This
practice allows many
harmful pathogens easy
access to a very rich
vascular system.

Photo 17: Here we see
an old flush cut that has
been completely invaded
by rot. This tree, which
means quite a lot to its
owner, is going to be a
removal in the near future
because of the previous
harmful treatment administered by a professional
for pay.
111111.
Photo 18: This photo shows the canker Nectria cinnabar/na. The
fungus invaded after an improper cut.

As professional arborists, this is our moment
in time. The actions that we do today affect
generations to come, and what we do is very
similar to passing a torch in a relay race. For
the sake of future generations, let's pass it well.
David Schwartz owns Schwartz Tree Care in Rhode Island. /tvou are interested in Il(n'illg lii,ii present a slide show on a variety of tree (are topics,
contact li/ui tit (401) 941-4440.
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Some trees, such as this Hawthorn, have mostly downward-growing roots.
:

Deeper roots can still cause
damage when they thicken fast.

Urban Trees Fight Bac~
The root cause of sidewalk damage
Br

Bruce

Most people are unaware of .* the damage caused by tree roots
until they trip over a cracked sidevaIk, yet it is a large-scale
problem. One survey of street trees in Manchester, England,
found that 30 percent were damagin the sidewalk. Ignori hg
damage of this scale is not a realistic option, especially where
there is a risk of injuries to pedestrii ins. No one wants pedestrians to suffer injuries from merely W alking along a street, and
for city administrations there is the r al worry of subsequent litigation. Unfortunately, some highw ty engineers now insist on
the removal of trees that cause an visible damage and even
refuse to allow planting of replacen tents. So to reduce the loss
Of our urban trees, we need to und rstand how the damage is
caused and look for new methods of preventing it.

T

ree care professionals are increasingly aware of the
risks of damage to tree roots from a range of maintenance and construction activities in city streets. In
addition to damage from c hem i ca Is s itch as dc-icing road
salt and herbicides, roots are killed by physical damage durlug cable and pipe laying and road alterations, and from soil
compaction or re-grading during building construction. (See
the .Iu/v 2001 issue of Tree Care Industry.)
Rut damage isn't one way! Roots fight hack agai list the
constraints imposed by the urban environment. In city streets,
tree roots are expected to live in the narrow space between
buildings and roads or under solid sidewalks. They must
grow through a substrate that is often more rubble than soil.
Amazingly, not only do roots normally survive in this hostile environment, bitt they explore its limits, continually
pushing against the boundaries. As they grow and thicken
withi n this Ii iiii ted space, roots distort and break iii an made
structures, including walls, pipes and sidewalks, causing
damage to most tree-lined streets.
TRI;F: CARE INDUSTRY

Nicoll

Damaging roots
How do tree roots cause this dam age ! Woody roots thicken
each year, and in temperate parts of the world, the growth
rings in woody roots are just as w 'II defined as those found
in the stem. This "secondary thicl ening" gradually pushes
-
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Typical sidewalk crack caused
by street tree roots.

result. they often groW
against the underside of
the sidewalk.

Structural
roots
The Fastest growing
roots, commonly the
surface roots, thicken
quickly to become the
"st ruct u ra I root syste in
that holds the tree upTrees
right.
are
supported by it system
of between three and I 1
large "structural" roots.
These must develop as
evenly as possible
around the tree if it is to remain stable.
A tree can he vulnerable to blowdown
during storms if it has prodticed very few
structural roots or if one or more have
been removed during trenching or road
const met ion. Nv ident I y the ii urn her of
these Structural roots has implications
not just for tree stability, hut also for
damage to sidewalks. For example, if
roots are growing close below the sur face, the same 111101.111t of hi o mass ( root
matter) allocated to four major roots

-

N!

QL

2
2

-"

4.

-Tom

MR,

5-

..

would cause considerably more damage
than if it were allocated evenly between,
say, eight major roots. This is because
the slower expansion of small roots can
be accommodated relatively easily by
coni )ressi on of soil under tile sidewalk.
We have learned from our studies that

.

- Most street tree roots grow
close to the sidewalk.

since the number and relative sizes of
st riictural roots appear to he Under a degree Of genetic control, it may he
possible to reduce sidewalk damage by
using trees that allocate biomass more
evenly between a larger number of struc tural roots.

Barriers to control
street tree roots

bMCK

1XTM 112" Climbing Rope
V

4!

.1.

\)
(
Black
tfTax

0

z
U)

z
0

Ili-strand
braided
polyester
n
',,sfruction
n'iflt nylon
Con'.

I his I t) ,,i rind r,ndcd rol)' Is I Is lilost i'litnbing line avail
able Iroin Bailey's. ('onstructioti iticltides a flexible
Polyester cover wit Ii a low stretch Nylon core. Weight .060
11)5. per tool. Average breaki ng at rengt Ii 7,000 Ii's. Made in
the IS. A. Mention "Sour( (, ('ile 115X2" nid sOt these gnu
prices below.

Item No. Description
12BM 120 1/2' 120ft Hank
12BM 150 1/2' 150ft Hank

.........

.........

ea.
ea.

Price
$79.95

12BM 600 1/2' 60011 Reel

.........

ea. $329.95

$89.95

Offer good through Dec 31. 2002

Source: B5X2
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Roots are known to be able to ret ii rn
to their original direction after negotiating a short harrier in the soil. This is an
Important part of' their behavior that al lows them to negotiale natural
obstructions, such as rocks and stones,
and maintain a direct course away from
the stem. However, the longer a root is
in contact with an obstruction or barrier,
the more its growth direction is di vented.
101) edge harriers must be exposed. Once
suhmerged, roots will simply grow over
lie in. With deep root control barriers designed to redirect roots and turn them
downwards, roots are in contact with the
harrier for long enough to he di vented
completely. However, there may he a
prob Ic iii as roots leave the harrier. St uid ies at our Edinburgh research center have
shown that roots tend to branch when
they leave the base of rigid barriers and
sonic Of lie branch louis aic usually di-

Shallow roots growing just beneath the
Sidewalk ever closer to the surface. As
they expand, roots can exert a force great
enough to distort asphalt or even concrete, and easily move stabbed paving.
Alter a surface fails, the upheaval increases as roots continue to expand. Most
d a iii age is lou iid less than 2 yards from
the tree, partly because of the fast growth
of this part of the root system and also
as a result of the ''buttressing'' of roots
close to the stem. As roots branch and
taper, they become progressively smaller
and less damaging with increasing di slance from the tree. However, some
damage can still he found at greater disan ces I ro 01 the I ru nk,

Sidewalk repairs
Repairs to sidewalks normally involve
grinding down or removing the offending roots, and relaying the surface. Not
only is this an expensive, time-consuming operation, it is particularly harmful
to the tree. Cutting roots creates sites of
entry for soil-borne pathogens, further
reduces the trees' already limited capability to take up nutrients and water, and
risks reducing the stability of the tree.
The tree is left vulnerable to disease and
drought. With reduced support from the
roots, there is an increased danger of
overturning in high winds.

Alternatives
Other than merely repairing sidewalk
damage when it is reported - and, in the
Process, damaging our street trees - can
anything be done to reduce the scale of
the problem? Can we develop new planting methods, select alternative, less
damaging trees or species, or manage
trees in ways that will reduce or avoid
damage? Such measures could reduce the losses to our urban tree stock
and would demonstrate to highway
engineers and others that trees need
not be a threat.

the soil conditions to produce niore desirable root systems. With this in mind,
we have investigated the ways in which
tree root systems develop, how they respond to soil conditions and barriers
placed in the soil, and tile variation in
rooting patterns between species

How do roots explore
and exploit the soil?
Trees attempt to exploit as Illucil soil
as possible by sending roots out in all
directions. Soil near the surface is usually best suited for root growth.
Consequently, most tree roots are found
there, where they experience the highest nutrient concentrations,
improved aeration, and warmer
temperatures. In parts of the world
4
With h igll te m perlt ures and low
rainfall, condensation of moisture
on the underside of the sidewalk
4.
makes tile 501 near the surface particularly favorable for growth.
Deeper soil horizons typically
have fewer nlitriellts, lower oxygen
levels,
and
cooler
tempei itul es L11.11- 11111 the growing
season, and are also usual ly more
di fficu It to penetrate due to increased compaction. Although
r
roots grow in all directions, those
experiencing the best conditions
elongate and thicken fastest. So,
roots are found mainly in the lilost
favorable conditions near the surnot because they actively
face
search these conditions out, hut

because branching and thickening are
more prevalent.

Surface roots
Roots can grow just beneath the soil
surface for considerable distances. This
ability results from a tendency for upward growth of surface roots.
compensated by a downward deflection
away from i ncreasi llg light and drier conditions at the surface. This combination
allows roots to track below an Undulating surface without emerging into the air.
Where the soil is covered by a solid sidewalk, upward growing roots don't
experience tile signals that would tell
them they are reaching the surface. As a
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Roots can grow
around stones and
still maintain their
original direction.

Investigating root
architecture
How tree roots develop depends
a variety of factors, including soil
type and structure, soil water content
Mid temperature. It may he possible
to match trees to the soil, or modify
Oil

Most damage is very close to the tree.
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reeled back up to the surface. When an

When the roots were exposed, we

upward branch reaches better conditions

carefully mapped and examined them.

term. Damaged roots had "callused"

near the surface, it will take over as the

The cherry trees in this study had be-

around the chiselled area, Subsequently

dominant part of the root. Where soil

tween two and five major roots. But the

lifting the new sidewalk over a larger

below the base of a harrier is compacted

spread of roots had been largely con-

area. As an alternative, complete re-

or waterlogged, large roots agai ii de-

strained by the road on one side and a

moval of large roots d un lug sidewalk

wall on the other. Most roots grew di-

repairs avoids recurrent damage, but will

velop at the surface. However, it' soil
here is loose and well aerated, the I argest roots tend to stay deep. So,
appropriately designed harriers can successful ly divert roots, but care must he
taken to provide soil conditions conducive to root growth in the region below
the base of the harrier.
I iii proved 1)1 anti rig-site preparation,
although costing more initially, should
ultimately he cost effective.

rectly under the sidewalk. Downward

impair stability. Both repair methods risk

growth was very limited: none of the root

the Introduction of disease into the tree.

systems excavated in this study had

Therefore, iii many cases, removing and

grown deeper than 60 cm, possibly be-

replacing trees with less damaging ones

cause of soil compaction. Most sidewalk

niiay he the best strategy.

cracks had been caused by roots over 10
ciii in diameter. As expected. large "surface" roots had caused the most severe
sidewalk dariiage. But more surprisingly,
last-growing roots as deep as 40 cm had

Root architecture
investigations
Since we wanted to know how Species
vary in their root development, we stud-

also caused damage. Pavement cracks

wild cherry, hawthorn, and Norway
maple. When trees were only .S years old,
there were already marked differences

The future
Future research should concentrate on
selecting trees that cause less danuuage,
and on matching species with site conditions. Since the health and survival of

followed the Underlying root direction,

street trees is put at risk whenever root

particularly when roots were just below

systems are cut hack or damaged, any-

the surface. It's also possible that roots

thing that can lie done to reduce the

grow toward existing cracks.

danuiage caused by tree roots will also

ied the development of the woody root
system iii tour tree species: silver birch,

exacerbated the problem in the long

belief . it our urbanu trees. Hopefully, im-

Effectiveness and risks
of sidewalk repair

proved teclì iii LI ties for niaivagenuent of
street trees will one day end the conflict
LI

rider our city streets.

Inn our excavated street, the sidewalk

between species indicative of variation

had been repaired by chiseling down

in their potential to cause damage. At this

damaging roots before relaying the as-

ForestrY Commission I?e,Se(I!'(/i iln'eiuv,

stage of development. the cherry tree had

phalt. This appeared to have had only

/\,/(j//j(.//j Research Siaiioii.

significantly more roots oligi nati rig in

short-term benefits and may even have

Muhlol/ijan, Scotland.

Bruce Nicoll

IS (I

researcher ni/li i/ic

I/i

POSh/i,

TCI

the upper 5 cm of soil than all other species. Although the cherry trees had root
biomass allocated relatively evenly between their 10 largest roots, they had a
predominance o f Surface roots and
"suckers" growing upwards from them.
These traits make cherry roots particirI arl y daiii aging to Surface
ace coven rigs.
Likewise, the birch trees had relatively
even hioruiass allocatlon between roots
but a strong tendency for development
of surface roots, again increasing the risk
of damage. Conversely, hawthorn had
most of its root biomass iii a few major
roots, but these grew downwards, and
therefore had little potential for damage.

Street tree root
excavation
We examined larger trees in a tree-lined
city street. These were 30-year-old cherry
trees that had daruuaged an asphalt sidewalk
in Sheffield, Lngland. We lifted the sidewalk and excavated roots usi ri g an air tool.
I'Ict,c ci ide 40 on Reader Seiv ice Card
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By Michael Roche
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Tree Care
Company

K

cciing great employees is one
of the toughest aspects of running a tree service. So how do
YOU keep them? Well, it might seem conips ofle ol the best
y but perhaps
tradictory,
things in employci can offer their stiff
is to oiitsoui cc them By using i Pt olcs
sion ii Employer Organization ( PEO)
also known as an employee leasing corn
pany. Small lirms can provide many of
the benefits of big corporations with little
or 110 Increase in costs
How does it work? A tree service (or
any company for that matter) signs a
contract transferring employees to the
employee leasing company. The PEO
then becomes the employer of record.

Professional
Employer
Organization

Companv'e"*
40

Staff are employed by the PLO and are
leased hack to the tree service. What you
get is your OWfl Flumaii Resources deNirtifleilt while still maintaining
complete control over your workiorce.
The management team still runs the com-

for employers because it:

Professional
Employer
Organizations

• Reduces office overhead:
• Takes care of payroll processing and
all the tax filing that goes with it:
• Gives the buying power of larger
corporations. especially for workers'

pany, while the PEO handles payroll,
state and federal taxes, workers coni pensatR)n. and employee benefits. Smallto mcdi um-si ze tree care conpan ies can
now o l'fei' 40 I ( k ) plans. health, dental,
vision care, life, and disability insurance
that was once only the prerogative of
large corporations.
"Most people are savvy enough to uiiderstand the buying power of large
niimhers with a PLO, you get it." explains Kevin Altar. President of Surge
Resources, it prolessioiial employer orga ni/at i on in Londonderry, N. II.
Employee leasing is a strange concept
if you have never heard of ii. but it is Icgitiivate. It can help small companies
with their bottom line and make them
more efficient while g iv i iig em ploy'ees
better benefits. It's important ilei'e to
note that years ago several PLO's that
took their clients' money and then (11(1 n
piy the taxes. Many small companies
were left holding a large tax hi II. Check
first Willi your state's depart nient of labor to make sure that the PF0 you sign
a contract with is legally allowed to do
business in your state. Some states do

compensation and health i mlsurance:

PCI
P.O. Box I 130
Fair Lawn, N.J. 07410
(201) 297-000. (00) 929-4PCJ
WWW.pcipco.coIll

• Lxtends benefits to employees that
a snia II company iii i gilt not he able to
provide
• In forms owners or managers - on a
weekly basis - how Illucil their erllploy-

Surge Resources, Inc.
136 1 larvey Rd.
Londonderry. N.H. 03053
(603) 624-0007
(800) SURGE USA
w w w . surge in dims t r i e s.c 0111

ees cost them for payroll, taxes, workers'
C01111), arid ii nemployment i nsurarice
• Frees up the boss to (10 what he or
she (toes best: rumlrlillg a tree service.

Ali

employee leasi rig company is good

for employees because the company:

PLC) Ilq., Inc.
1701 Last Woodfield Rd
Suite 1030
Schaumber g . IL 60173
(00) 474-920()
w w w . I)eoh(l co ill

• Provides better benefits, such as
health insui'ance and retirement packages:
•

Priuits out

it

regular prol'essionally

presented paycheck. gi vi rig year-to-date
totals:

California Professional Employers
920() Sunset Blvd.. Suite 1100
W. Hollywood, CA 90069
(3 10) 385-1000
w w w . c pe pe () . c 0 Iii

•

Organizes safety meetings:

• Gives access to Iluman resource l)rmocol s, such as erllployee handbooks and
an employee grievance policy.

There are over 2.000 PLO's in tile
United States, employing over 2 mi IIi on workers. You can Ii nd one close
to you at www.peo.com .

After you sign up for tile service, the
process is s i iii pie. At the end of each
week, you call in, fax, or e-mail your cr111)10yees' Ilours: the PLO) already IMS their

not have licensing laws. II your state is

hourly rate. The I'EO ca Ic ii I ales tile pay

one of theill . check the stale where the
PLC) is located to make sure tile company
is licensed there.
According to Altar, there is no I icensi ng law in Massachusetts, so whenever
they talk to prospective clients in Massachusetts, they tell people to call the New
h-I am psh ire depart me lit of labor for ac cred itat ion. This needs to he done! Attar
says that his firnl is required to open tlìeir
books four 1 i iies a year to it state and i tor
to make sure all laws are followed. A coinPY opei'at i ng in a state without l i cens i ng
laws does not have the same level of scrutiny, and it is more di I fmculi br you to
c lice k m their legitimacy.

PEO's differ from
personnel firms
1 1 1"'O ' ss are di ffereii t than personnel
I'll- ills. Personnel firms fill job openings:
PLO's do your paperwork and provi(le
employee benefits.
Au cnlployee leasing couiipauiy is good

0venieflt
SkIl
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American Express
Business Finance makes it easy.

YOU

aIrea&

Need to finance your Arbor equipment purchase? Turn to the company whose name is virtually synonymous
with reliable financial services.
American Express Business Finance offers you fast and convenient financing programs tailored
to meet your various arbor needs. Key advantages of our financing programs:
Application only to 75K
• Quick credit decisions
• Flexible terms
Competitive, fixed rates
• Improved cash flow management
• 100% financing
Now you can get all of the advantages of leasing with the level of service you expect from American Express.
If you are a vendor of arbor equipment, inquire about our vendor programs to help increase your sales.
For more information, please call Eileen Gresens at 800 443-8301 x223,
Mike Cantarella at 800-9644393, or Andrew Richard , : it 800 933 7101.
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plus the percentage for social security,
unemployment insurance, and workers'
compensation; acids a little more for
profit margin; and then replies back with
an invoice amount for the week. You
then pay just one invoice to cover the
aforementioned expenses. No more agonizing over this year's deposit for
workers' comp or fearing the end-of-theseason audit with its inevitable bad
news! Instead, each week you pay a por tion of the premium in your invoice.
To charge for these services, an employee leasing company marks up a
certain percentage of the total weekly invoice. At times this might seem a little
steep, but most of the invoice is in fixed
expenses you had to pay anyway, and the
insurance savings you receive should pay
for the PEO's profit. Add in the time sav ings and extra services, and it's hard to
argue why you shouldn't join.
For instance, let's assume you have it
$7,000 per week payroll and perform
only tree work. Workers' comp is about
30 percent, Social Security is 7.65 percent, and unemployment can be about 5
percent. This totals 42.65 percent in additional costs for each employee. In other
words, that $7,000 payroll costs $9,985.
An employee leasing company will
mark-up the total amount by 2 to 10 percent, but because the company usually
saves you more than this in your work-

ers comp premium, your weekly amount
should he less than the $9,985.
Iii addition, as mentioned above, the
PEO does the payroll, sends the payroll
taxes to their respective government
agencies, pays the workers' comp, and
provides benefits.
A PEO also allows a small company
to have better buying power for health,
dental, and vision insurance. A typical
health insurance plan allows you to sign
on with a regionally recognized HMO
that features a low co-pay and full cov erage. This means that when an
employee needs to see a doctor, they
make an initial $15 co-pay then the insurance company pays the rest. This is
for both illness and non-work related
injuries. A dental plan typically covers
semi-annual cleaning and annual X-rays.
80/c coverage for basic services like
cavities, and 50 percent coverage for major work. There is usually a deductible.
A vision program usually covers an annual eye exam, new lenses every year.
and new frames every two years. Vision
insurance programs usually have copays. An additional benefit of using a
PEO is that medical insurance can he
deducted directly from an employee's
check, thereby allowing for payment in
ire-tax dollars.
Perhaps the hardest part of joi iii ng an
employee leasing company is trying to

The Difference Between

Splendor And Splinters
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES
•

More Profits

• Needed Service
• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment

•
•

Door Opener And
Sales Closer

Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects

•

Minimum Investment

• Send For Free Tree Kit

• VHS-How To Install Tree
Systems ($14.95)

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.

(800) 860-8388

1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET. GOSHEN. INDIANA 46526
Web: www.ipclp.com E-mail: info@ipclp.com
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make your present employees feel comfortable with the switch. When my
company Joined one, there were a lot of
questions and an initial skepticism by my
crew, as well there should he. Employees may debate the ethics of the situation,
or worry that you are tryi ng to cut curners for the almighty dollar. Most just
want to make sure you still have the
proper insurance coverage. The other
change is that they are actually no longer
working for the company they originally
joined!.
It's an odd feeling, but once they are
properly informed and realize there is an
improved benefits package, they see that
the only change is the name on the top
of the paycheck, and everyone settles in.
One of the simplest ways the boss can
ease his staff into an employee leasing
company is to join it himself. That's what
I did. I figured if I was going to have my
employees join this company, then I
would too. That seemed to reduce the
initial anxiety. Once everyone saw the
paychecks roll in on time, everything
was fine. The other obvious benefit of
signing myself up is that I. too, am covered undher workers' comp.
Oddly enough, I heard about employee
leasing from one of my competitors.
John Farr of Farr Tree Service in Water bury, Vt. We have a friendly
competition, and when I was recently
complaining to him about my dramatic
increase in workers' comp, he told me
about the employee leasing company
they were using. It sounded strange at
first, but I was staring at a doubling ill
insurance premiums. I gave the employee leasing company a call and withi ii
three weeks of my initial interview wi lii
my PEO, I signed on.
Although not everything has been
smooth since then, the benefits of having a PEO have outweighed the
negatives. They wanted their weekly
tyllleIlt a little quicker than I anticipated. But if you think about it, employee
leasing is all a numbers business, with
tight profit margins, and so PEO's need
their money quickly.
Everything has its adjustments, and
onceyou get past them, outsourcing your
employees (including yourself) can he
one of the smartest business moves you
can make.
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EPA Drifting in Wrong Direction
By Mark Garvin

T

he Environmental Protection
Agency has proposed new label
ing statements for a wide variety of
pesticide products in an effort to control
spray drift. The EPA's efforts to provide
clear and uniform label language are
sound, but the agency needs to refine these
label statements to ensure that pesticide
drift is mitigated in a way that provides the
greatest benefit to the public and the environment. As currently proposed, the
labeling requirement would ensure that no
shade tree spraying would be possible on
most homeowner properties.

.*
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The labeling language would affect arborists in two areas:
1.Professional application on landscape
plantings, trees and grounds.
2. Right-of-way (ROW) application to
control brush and other woody plants.

Professional Applicators
As written, the proposal to address agricultural spraying would place
unnecessary restrictions on the application
of pesticide products by professional applicators to residential and commercial
trees, lawns and landscapes. The small
sites and smaller (usually hand-held) application equipment used by arborists
combined with lower pressures and larger
droplet size for most applications cannot
be directly compared to agricultural spraying, which involves large sites, large
equipment and different application methods.
44

The equipment and methods used in professional tree and landscape care do not
justify such measures as anemometer readings, strict wind speed limits (especially the
proposal requiring a minimum wind speed
for application), nozzle specifications,
spray height limits or "no-spray zones."
Labels should focus on the need for recognizing conditions leading to increased
risk of drift combined with the importance
of operator responsibility to minimize drift
by adjusting application methods and timings both prior to and during the
application process.
Applicators using hand-held devices can readily adjust for wind
' speed and direction without having to
conduct actual measurements or
maintain arbitrary buffers. In some
applications, such as in certain types
of tree spraying and vector control
programs, pesticide movement
through volatilization may be considered beneficial by resulting in greater,
or fuller, coverage of the target site
and pest exposure.
Arbitrary "no-spray zones" are neither necessary nor desirable for
professional applicators in our industry. The prospect of requiring
"no-spray zones" between application site
and "buildings where people or animals
are, or may he" is in conflict with the nature of residential and commercial sites and
the reason for applying pesticides to them.
The entire "no-spray zone" concept should
not be applicable to certain non-agricultural uses that rely on hand-held or small
power equipment when operated within
use patterns that include turf, residential
lawns, recreational areas, and home garden and ornamental sites.
The specifications of spray height 11111its and wind velocity ranges in the EPA
proposal would significantly affect professional tree care applicators' ability to do
their jobs without affecting potential for
drift. Spray height limits of 4 feet above
the ground will adversely affect
aboriculture and the spraying of ornamentals.
Homeowner sites (trees and lawns) tend
to be small, as are the amounts and conTREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2002

centrations of products applied to them.
Broad definitions of "sensitive" areas in the
EPA's proposal could easily merge to inelude all or most ofatypical homeowner's
property. At the very least, the vagueness
in the current language could contribute to
unnecessary misunderstanding and even
litigation by regulators, local authorities
and neighbors.
"The proposed new EPA regulations
regarding spray drift in urban and community forests are unworkable, as currently
stated," insists Dr. David G. Nielsen, Professor Emeritus at The Ohio State
University/OARDC.
Nielsen, a scientist who has worked for
nearly 35 years to develop improved pest
control tactics and strategies for use in urban and community forests, predicts the
regulation would spell the end of tree
spraying. "Anyone familiar with spraying
pesticides knows that 'non-detectable levels' is a phrase that will guarantee
problems for arborists who apply pesticides to prevent or mitigate damage from
arthropods and microorganisms that attack
trees and shrubs," he argues. "If 'non-detectable' is used in the context of the
sensitive mechanisms currently available
for measuring pesticide residues, then no
shade tree spraying will he possible on
most homeowner properties.'
Nielsen adds that "When registered pesticide products are used according to label
directions, following proper application
protocols, little measurable, non-target ef fects can be expected." He asks that if the
EPA or others have data to refute his contention, then "I and others would like to
see it."
"The EPA regulation as written would
put every tree care company out of the
pesticide application business," agrees
Paul Wolfe, owner of Integrated Plant Care
in Rockville, Md. "There is off-target residue on any application."
Many pesticide labels read "spray until
wet" or "spray until dripping" Wolfe points
out. "In the small areas in which we work
- typically a quarter acre property - there
may be residue that goes onto the other side
of the fence. Certainly applicator training
is a key in all of our operations. The skill
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problems. However, the way this regulation reads, pesticide application for tall tree
spraying would he impossible - regardless

of the skill of the operator.
The alternatives, in Wolfe 's opi n ion, are
not attractive for the future health of the
urban forest. "There are soil injections and
materials that can he injected into the tree,"
he admits, "but costs tend to be higher and
many pests cannot he managed through
systemics. This regulation would severely
limit our options. And there are instances
where those sorts of treatments are impractical. For instance, a street tree job of 500
trees that need treatment."

Right-of-way (ROW)
applications
Professional ROW application managers currently do an excellent job of
managing drift and off-target deposition
through use of site-specific product select ion, application eq ui pment and
technology unique to their applications and
timing of the tools used. For Integrated

Works as
fast and
hard as
a crew
FI

T
,

Vegetation Management (IV M ) to he effective in the best interest of the public and
the environment, professionals must have
all tools - mechanical and chemical - to
employ on site-specific basis. Language in
the current EPA proposal is based on agricultural spraying assumptions that are not
valid for most ROW applications.
Implementation of the proposed stanthirds would effectively eliminate the
ability of ROW managers to use herbicides
as vegetation management tools. This
would increase costs to consumers. Since
mechanical control measures would be less
effective without the concurrent use of
herbicides, the result might he less reliable
energy transmission and increased highway and railroad travel risk.
The use of "no-spray zones' and "sensitive areas" are of concern due to the fact
that no clear definitions are provided by
the EPA, creating the opportunity f o r broad
definitions. Since many ROW are relatively narrow, the assignment of "sensitive
areas" and "no spray zones could strictly
limit where herbicides could he applied.
Professional IVM applicators currently

7[~r ueco
4

Liti lize a number of irocesses to insuie drift
and damage from drift is minimized:
Right-of-ways are evaluated to determine the appropriate application technique
prior to making site-specific plans. An in
tegral p1rt of this evaluation is the type of
land use and unique ecological features adjoining the right-of-way and the degree of
sensitivity to potential drift. ROW are typically mapped with sensitive crops,
residences and areas of ecological concern
noted so appropriate protective measures
can he taken.
Applicators are trained to use application techniques that will minimize drift
and potential for drift. This training includes recognition of sensitive areas and
conditions that increase drift potential.
Drift control products are available,

and are typically carried on each spray unit
for use when conditions increase the potential for drift.
Application technology has evolved
so that most utilities, transportation departments, railroads and other ROW managers
use relatively low pressure and lower voluiiie techniques br ground applications.
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1993 Ford Diesel ALC 55 Wk HI
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1993 Brush Bandit 250 Diesel 12"

1995 Ford Diesel Altec 60

1989 Mack Diesel Altec 72 Wk Hi

1992 Ctrev Diesel Aliec 60' Wk Hi

•
Low cost

ar1i. u!ated tool c arrier
moves limbs, logs, brush from

yards to street
fast. Quick
no turn ruts - no
cycle time
"re-dos". Saves time, labor,
money. Call now for details on
Swinger carriers/loaders.

1992 Chev Diesel Altec 60 Wk HI
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These technologies contribute greatly to
minimizing drift and the damage that
would result. These technologies continue
to evolve as the industry implements additional low volume techniques (such as
use of invert emulsions), improves nozzles
and droplet control technology, and develops systems where the application is
completely shielded from wind. This
equipment, while often based on agricultural technology, is substantially different
than equipment now used in agricultural
applications.
Aerial application needs in ROW
spraying are very different from agriculture. Since ROWs are long, narrow and
often bordered by tall trees, across-theboard requirements for application height
above the "canopy are not operational or
safe. In addition, the helicopter must fly a
safe distance above wires.
There are mandated programs for control of invasive weed and tree species, as
well as aquatic species, that would not be
feasible without the availability of herbicides. The current EPA proposal does not
address these and could result in inability
to control invasive species and protect critical habitat for wildlife. Many utilities and
line-clearance companies have entered into
agreements with conservation groups and
to manage their ROW to provide continuing habitat protection.
Professional applicators have strong
motivation to minimize drift and the po-

tential for drift. Utility, roadside, railroad
and other contracts for herbicide application typically require the contractor to
assume all liability for results of the application. This includes liability for off-site
damage resulting from drift or misdirected
application.
A reliable supply of energy and good
public highways and transportation corridors are important parts our infrastructure.
Right-of-way managers need all the tools
available to effectively manage rights-ofway for safe reliable energy distribution
and transportation.
The ability to maintain ROW is important to the public health, safety and welfare
and is best clone using an Integrated Vegeta t i on M an age iii e n t approach.
Professional arhorists should not he hindered in their choices of all the tools
available, including herbicides, to select
the methods that are best suited to the particular site and need while protecting the
environment.
"It would he devastating," to ROW
agrees Rick Johnstone, system forester for
Conectiv Power in Wilmington. Del. "This
all started from a meeting between chemical manufacturers and the EPA to develop
regulations that would be workable for
agriculture. That's fine for that industry,
but we were caught up in the process. The
EPA isn't taking into account what we do,
how we do it and what we can cIa to prevent drift.

"For example, the language mandating
a 300-foot buffer Zone from people and
animals might make sense if you are in a
corn field in Iowa. But if you are trying to
treat a ROW in New Jersey, forget it,"
emphasizes Johnstone. "We've gone in Ito
wetlands I with a backpack and treated trees
we don't want and controlled invasive species that would weed out the endangered
plants if left unchecked. If EPA enacts this
regulation, it will he condemning environmentally sensitive areas to become deserts.
Nothing will he left but invasive species."
Johnstone met with EPA officials and
showed them some of the differences between agriculture and ROW management,
as well as some of the techniques in use to
minimize drift. "The EPA was very open.
They asked if these were the types of things
that Could he put on a Iabel
The goal, according to Johnstone, was
not to ban spraying but to promote best
management practices. He doesn't believe
the EPA plans to adopt the regulation as
written for arboriculture.
"Do we have a drift problem?" he asks.
"We aren't treating thousands of acres of
corn from fixed-wing aircraft. "We told
them that if they wanted to adopt this regulation for large-scale agriculture, go ahead.
We will sit down to develop best management practices for ROW spraying. If there
is a concern, we'll work with them to resolve it. But don't lump us all together.''

Conclusion

Snipper is a new patented deflowering agent that kills sweet gum

•

The New
u.Jeflowering
Agent for
Sweet Gums!

flowers before they develop - no fertile flowers in the Spring, no seed
ball clean-up in the Fall! Snipperis safe to use and does not harm
emerging foliage. Your time is your money so why not save both?

Insecticides - Acephate, Vivid II, and MeiaSysIooR
Fungicides - Bayleton', Alietie and Alamo
Fertilizers - Our proprietary Nuiriject formulations
Bactericides - Oxytetracycline antibiotic
Herbicide - Dicamba
Deflowering Agent - Snipper

Tree Tech'
950 SE 21 51h Ave.
Morriston, FL 32668
1-800-622-2831
e-mail: info@treetech.net
Tree Tech Environmentally Sound Tree Health (are for the 21st century and beyond.

Applicators, suppliers and distributors
have invested resources to minimize and
prevent drift from causing adverse effect
to non-target plants, other organisms and
natural resources. While drift will always
remain a risk, it is a manageable risk, and
one that the application industry has managed well. Financial liability and the need
to have positive public perception of the
industry require applicators, suppliers and
others involved in the industry to protect
human health and the environment, including concerns associated with drift. More
restrictive label language based on agricultural application needs and concerns will
only serve to limit the use of effective
management
tools and would result in LillL,
pit hi I
a nd
negative
environmental impact.
Mark

Garvin
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ci's say you want to start making changes iii your
company because things aren't going exactly the way
YOU would like. Or maybe things are going great, but
you still want to see them running better. You know it's time
for a change, but you are not sure what to do next. Taking the
proper approach to marketing can draw more customers to you
and help keep the ones you have. Here, we will take look at the
questions surrounding marketing:
• why you want to market;
• what you need to market;
• to whom you will market;
• how to market.

Why you need marketing
First, ask yourself, "What has brought our company to decide that we need to change our current position! The answer
can fall into one of several categories of contributing factors:
You are losing money
Basically, this translates into not making the profit/return that
your organization should be making for the investment put into
it. In many organizations, owners constantly look at this. Customer pressures and expectations are always changing, yet
recent shifts in the economy have brought many organizations
to realize that they might not he able to operate as loosely as
they have in the past.
The competition is winning
If the competition is heating you to customers, you re going
I

50

to try to capture the market from them. You are going to have
to do something different. The competition is reading the same
hooks you are and is looking at this situation at the same time
you are. Renieniher that the competition is constantly changiflU, too.
Ownership direction is not focused
Someone decides that he wants to move out of active ownership. Another person decides she wants to refocus the entire
organization. Someone else decides that the company has spent
enough on equipment and/or materials and thinks the company
Should just "ride it Out' (which seldom works).
Be sure to take a close look at your company. Are you where
you want to be, or are you in need of a change? Are you making yourself go insane? The definition of insanity is believing
that you can achieve different results in the future even though
YOU continue to do things the way you do them presently. Prevent insanity! If you want a larger part of the market and to he
more active in terms of profitability, then you are going to have
to take some specific steps. This is where marketing comes in.

What do you want to market?
What products and services do you want to sell'? Are you a
niche company, selling specialized tree care services to a targeted market'? Do you deal with certain crisis situations, such
as weather-related conditions'? Or are you a full-service generalist in the industry, providing a wide variety of tree and
landscape services'?
You may be thinking you are all three of those things - which

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 2002

you may be. If you want to convey this
information to your customers, however,
You must develop it strategy to address
each of those three positions. You must
he certain that the prospective customer
out there knows this Information about
your company and is willing to heat the
pathway to your door rather than any
conipetiti()n.

To whom do you market
your services?
Remember the purpose of marketing:
To have somebody buy your services
Instead of someone else's. There are
three main reasons why people make
decisions about buying from you or From
Your competition: Responsiveness, quality of work, and pricing.
Responsiveness is the time it takes
you to address a
needs, either
by show i hg up on the propery or returning a phone call. For two of the past three
years. I have tried unsuccessfully to CollVince an arhorist to come out and tn iii
my trees. You can't believe how many
messages I have left, and you can't believe how many lies I have been told by
di fl'erent companies. Promises made,
appointments sclieduled, and nobody
Shows up. I am not sure why these coinplies put their names in the paper or
phone hooks. They are not going to follow through. They are non-responsive
and overwhelmed through the season.
The next thing to consider is the quality of your work from the time your
crew arrives until the time they go home.
Keep track of (lie measurable intangibles
for one day. Was there any collateral
damage associated with your work that
day'? Were they paid for and cleaned up
the way they sliou Id have been'? A Friend
of iii inc recently had an arbori st take
down a tree that was close to a patio.
There was a fountain on the patio that
was a family heirloom. A Falling limb
cracked it in hall'. The worker told my
friend he could pick up a fountain for $ 12
at K-mart. My friend was not pleased.
The customer sees the big picture, f'roni
the time of your first contact all the way
I hrough payment and warranty.
In terms of (Ii i'ect and indirect pricing.

ILOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET
C & A EQUIPMENT, INC.
1-800-856-8261
KNOXVILLE, TN
Visit Us At: www.gandaequiprncnt.com

imam
W/H Altec AA-650 on
1984 Ford, Gas, 5/2, 29k mi
$20,900

75' W/H Material Handier, 20'
Elevator Unit, Over Center Unit,
Original Mounted on 1986 Volvo
Autocar, 8 spd A/C, Front Winch,
40k mi. 45 2 500

liii I 1)111 Bucket w/55' w h.
material handler, rear mounted,
flat bed, A/C, diesel, auto,
65k miles, $31,500

l
iv .

411

-

W/H Versalift on 1994
F-700, Diesel, 5/2, 70k mi
$37,500

aa W, H Altec AA -600 Mitur iil

Handler Bucket on 1987, Ford,
Diesel, Auto w/2 Spd, 64k ml,
$21,500

,

51' W/H Material Handler on
1991 F-700, Gas, 5/2, Over
Center, New Paint, $18,900

Customer's

1992-1993 GMC top kick

buckets, LR-3, 60' w.h., gas,
pony motors, low miles, new
paint. $33,900 - $38,500

1994 Ford Chip Truck, 6.6 Ford
Diesel, 6 Speed, 82k ml,
UNDER CDL' $19,500

57 W/H Hi-Ranger on 1989
Ford F-800, 7.8 Ford Diesel,
5/2 Air Brakes, Boom Rebuilt
$31,500

Plec,e circle 22 on Reader Service ('aid

to excavate plant roots in minutes, without root damage.
AIRSPADE® is used in general plant care and maintenance, new
construction, locating utilities, and many other applications.

• Digs over 50% faster than
other air tools
• Can be used in heavy clay,

and compacted soils
• Ergonomically designed

A

with a lightweight body
• Kasy to maintain, spare parts

readily available

..j

Used by tree care companies, municipalities, contractors, consultants', and arboricultural professionals all over the world.
Visit our web site or see articles in TO May 2001 issue
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as to what you are willing to give away
and what you are not willing to give
away.
There are three things that need to be
done in determining a price. First, price
situations and make certain you cover
your costs properly for the correct return.

the customer thinks, "What is it going to
cost to do business with you?" In the age
of the Internet, people are used to being
able to get a lot for free. When they deal
with you, they want to find out what they
can do to maximize the value from their
transaction. You have to make a decision

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

• 628 North Portland St., Ridgeville, IN 47380

•

• Hours: Mon.-Fri, 8-5; Sat., By appt. only •

_____

Call: 1-800-856-2064 • Ask for Chris Jones
• Airport Pickup • Delivery Available 4 Finance Companies Available
*Affordable Pricing for Everyone 4 D.O.T. 4 Cert. Dielectric Testing

Trucks to Work With, Not On
fI

I)
NEW NI) USED:

BBRANDN1.'i

Aerialt ilts id CT I-lu -Rangers.
Chippem. ('hip

Boxes.

AU TOM \11(% 43,0(X) miles. SI)

( Cab & Chassis. ( hip mi K

it Aerial Lift ol ( Olin IF) it Bed

\I\i) available: liii. used chip box_ $850.

IiiteruiaOonrd
diesel, 6 np

Ill
65/75 Ii. work
lug height. insulated tipper
& lower.

V

I I I)
III)))
21i61 used 1998 ,t

I RUCKS - )9)8-2)01 ( M(

;111(1

(M( & lnteuna(ion.il XT 55
Hi-Ranget letes lelelect. 60' n.h.

&

iii I

is

uI

diesel. LR3 Altec. (SO n.It.
Dump I Chip, loss miles

International & lord. II' to 6'
l-/xtra high standard bed. Also.
removable top and sides.
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Second, know that you are speculative
at that point and should build some sort
of cushion until you know that the relationship is correct. Third and last, if you
are developing long-term contracts, you
need to have the right to be able to look
back at past snapshots to make certain
that your pricing held true. If you don't
do that, you harm yourself.

The basic steps
of marketing
There are some basic steps to follow
to a successful marketing campaign. Do
some market research. Determine what
your markets are. Then, look around and
create a market strategy that responds to
that research. Next, devise an implementation plan. And don't forget that you
will most certainly want to be able to
measure your results to know that you
are getting what you are paying for.
For the largest companies, market research is a sophisticated and expensive
operation. For a small tree care company,
market research is looking around and
asking around - acting almost as a "barometer" in your area - to see trends.
What do people you serve typically need
or want? Know the special considerations in terms of delivery, yard
conditions, golf course conditions or
community conditions - and be aware of
special little things.
Market strategy is like creating a
map for marketing. What is the first thing
you have to do when you use a map?
Determine where you are, and then figure out where you want to he. That is
what a marketing strategy does. It's a
plan for your business' future. Someone
has to decide on the dream for the organization. This would include how big.
how good and how price-conscious you
will be. What are the specific objectives?
You will also need to know what you are
going to allocate in terms of resources.
After you have your strategy, create an
implementation plan. This puts into
words and actions what you will be doing
to follow the plan you just mapped out.
Finally, measure the results of your
marketing to make certain that you are
getting what you intended. When you get
a new customer calling, ask him how he

tound your business. Did lie see your ad
in the Yellow Pages? Was it the flyer you
sent out last month'? It is important to
track your results so you can see what is
worth spending valuable marketing dollars on - and what is not.

principle called, "W1IFM" it stands for,
"What's in it for me'?" The customer always asks himself this qLlestions as he
listens to your sates pitch or reads about
your company in the local newspaper. "If
You are going to reduce my price and
assure me that you can do the work with-

real value hack from your customers. Stay
Ill touch with them, and you will see your
marketing dollars pay oft.

The "WIIFM" Principle
The world operates off of a simple

Other marketing
concepts to consider

CHIPPER KNIVES

Timing is everything
Consistently look at timing from the
customer s prospective. Keep in mind
that discretionary income is important to
people. If a homeowner wants a boat but
has a problem with the septic system,
money will he allocated to the most
pressing need. A tree across the driveway is a pressing need, but dead limbs
in a maple in the backyard might not be.
Nevertheless, plan your marketing approach during the winter to fill the
upcoming spring season.

BUY 10 (;ET 2 FREE

* FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

121/8 x 31/2 X /8 $34.50
83/2 X A $28.95

: $24.50

When do you expect a response?
When do you expect people to respond
to your marketing efforts! When will you
advertise! People might take a while to
respond. It may take a hit of time before
customers are ready to call. You have to
set up a schedule that will he different
for every type of client. Consider your
recurri rig and repeat business. Use that
newsletter to keep in touch with people.
Notify them of seasonal updates and
what they need to he thinking about. It
You had a Web site, keep it up-to-dale
SO customers know they can always gel
new information there and will keep go
ing hack.

Follow-up service
What kind of follow-up service does
your company have! It is very important
to stay in touch with customers, however
'you choose to do it. Any computer program that will allow you to reniemher
customers, catalog the services that they
want. contact them during specific limes
favorable to you, and sweeten the advantage to them is worth it.
Staying in touch Sometimes means SendMO out a quarterly newsletter or e-mail.
Staying in touch sometimes rimeans a Phone
call, either aggressive campaigning or a
simple follow-up call. Make sure you get

///(

\\
FAST DELIVERY
(800) 221 -5452

THE
TOOL Co INC

THE
1OOL CO. INC

PIese circle 50 on Reader Service ('aid

FAST. EASY AND AFFORDABLE TRUCK FINANCING

Guaranteed Approvals
Every Single Time...
Guaranteed!
Experts at Tough Credit
And Start-Ups
Credit Decisions Are
Made In-House
Seasonal and Skip
Payment Plans Available
WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMER'S

cnrpiir.it inn

/

5' iQ/'Y

800-932-2274
X 114 or 115

.;•,.

.,%...

10 Hillman Drive Suite 104
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
www.cagcorp.com

Call To day And Make More Money Tomorrow!
I'Ic.ic circle II
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out damage - and if you can do a better

are likely to buy in winter. Focus your ef-

job for me on certain types of services -

fort. You can use your newsletter to

Do you have the correct safety and in-

then I will choose you."

recurring customers or the prospect list that

surance coverage? Do you outer specific

You have developed to address these issues.

services to clients'? Are you a clean op-

Therefore, you want to highlight the
services you provide each month or sea-

Are you a 'mom-and-pop organization?

crating organization? Do you have

Take a look in the
proverbial mirror

son. YOLI would not want to highlight the

fact that you guarantee your tree planting
services in the middle of January or February, but highlight the services that people

employees that represent your image
well'?
What are your strengths that make

What is your image in the community'?

you stand out from the competition, or
at least put you on an even playing
field. What is unique about you? Is it
your technology or technical knowl-

ADIJ

HYDRAULICALLY POWERED PR

edge'? Is it your responsiveness or

FASTEST CUTTING TOOL IN THE MARKET

pricing that are going to draw people'?
What are your weaknesses'? Technol-

•Full line of loppers, circular saws, and chain saws.
• Four lengths to choose from.
• Light weight and durable.
• Can be operated on an open or closed center hydraulic system.
• Insulated models for line clearance work.
• Unique patented spool system to eliminate heat generation.

AtV

swivel for easy t

' t!'
PV

0O

ogy costs money; trained people cost
more than non-trained people. What is
your balance sheet in terms of
strengths, your assets and weaknesses,
and your liabilities'?
Knowing what you know about your
image, Your customers, yourself and
your competition, you can ask yourself

ill

where 'our opportunitIes arc.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Tot Incorporated, 955 East Levin Ave. Tulare, CA 93275 USA
Phone: (559) 686-2844, 1-800-732-2142 Fax: (559) 685-1006
E-Mail: contact@tol-inc.com

Web site: www.tol-inc.com

coo)

Conclusion
You need to he aware that every time
a customers needs change, your relation
to your market changes. Every time that
you have changes in your company Ca-

Please circle I on Reader Service Card

pabilities because of technology or
employee loss, you have changes in your
paradigm. Every time labor availability
changes, you have potential issues. Any

Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH"!
PAT 8 5.279 345

Stump
Cutters

time that you as the owner of the company decide to change your emphasis,
the company in turn has changes. Make
those changes based on a thorough un-

Threaded Stump Cutter

Econo Teeth

r

New SMART
Pockets

derstandi ng of your company and your
markets.

Hodges Stump Cutter

Doti (Vu/it,'
Short Bolt

Round Reversible
Pockets

Long Bolt

l)('(-ui

Li ('011.511 11(1/it to

this tulle, he has proi'u/ed clients

with more tlicuii 300 spec 'iali:e(l pro graiiis

clesit,'iiec/ to produce pe'sonal

fl

c:

B-11-C

Established 1954--over 45 years
Stump Claw Teeth

Stump Claw
Pockets

Buy from the Original Manufacturer

800 421-5985

I Border City Tool ,& Manufacturing Co.
23325 BLACKSTONE • WARREN, Ml 48089-2675
5861758-5574 • 800/421-5985 • FAX 586/758-7829

(111(1 corpo-

i'(1IC e!fl('ieiicv (1/1(1 etfectii'e , ie ,ss. II(

j'c'iilies iii Org(u/iiz(ltio/i(ul pertoriiiaiii
Ie(I(lelSlii/), t('(ulli dit'ersit',

_
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('OIitiflhlOi(

t1(uili ing. This at -tic/c' i,i. ' a.s

ex(er/)ted and clda/)ted front a 1)resc'n1(1110/! at TCI EXPO 2001

in Colu,nlms,

Ohio. A tape ott/u' lecture is available
fr $10 by calling 1-866-827-3778 or
at 'ni_i'. solliidrecor(liligs. org .
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In the comfort !.
of your home...
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when you can

Revised 2001
Basic Arboriculture

-

Manual 1

IP

Advanced Arboriculture - Manual 2

k

Crew Leader - Manual 3

Ljt

L1d7

Professional Arborists

El

ZA
established 1938

www.natlarb.com

NC&MI Aa*dd A=CiaffM
1) idk;atocl 1(3 Iho A

Order Today

MAIL

3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1
Manchester, NH 03103
naa@natlarb.com
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EMAIL

tot c (:()mmet

1(il

It toCoru, Businesses

110 Below Westgate
80 High Street, WINCHESTER
Hampshire, S023 9AT, UK
Ieslie@natlarb.com

PHONL

800-733-2622
603-314-5380 (outside the U.S.)

+44 (0) 1794 512367

FAX

603-314-5386

+44 (0) 1794 512376

NAA Web Site Launched and Soaring!

T

he
National
Arhorist
Association recently launched
Stage Two of a huge new Web
site that covers 1 1 main topic areas.
Judging by the success of Stage One, this
latest upgrade will have green industry
professionals scrambling to log on.
Starting this month, you can post and
find jobs online. NAA members can
search for new employees who have
posted their resumes at the online Job
Bank in the Arboriculture Careers section. We have a Business Management
section that is only going to grow larger
as time goes by. New resources are available in our online bookstore, and NAA
members will be able to search the list
of business advisor volunteeers for advice on any question they may have
about running a tree care company.
Arborchat is live and members can
"talk" to arborists all over the world
about any topic

-

of course, as long as

You keep it clean!!!
We have provided an online market-

Increase in traffic at NAA's Web site
Web hits
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1999
40,971
48,845
56,180
41,449
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
49,901
57,806
68,132
71,602
61,904
52,325

2000
65,754
74,400
94,428
87,889
103,539
92,078
92,769
92,022
39,722
94,480
78,322
63,835

2001
92,459
94,725
139,303
141,303
152,555
149,136
142,225
299,667
451,979
506,333
368,650
306,113

% Increase 00-01
41
28
48
61
48
62
54
225
1037
435
370
379

place for you in Buy/Sell. You can place
classifieds online, put a banner ad up to
You can go on Ii ne and

search the ar-

draw additional attention to your com-

We've developed a Consumer section

pany, or find media kits to learn more

to educate your customers about why and

about advertising with NAA.

how to hire an arborist, and we drive

Our safety and educatioii section

business to members through our zip

comprehensive and aimed at helping you

The NAA's new site will keep you in-

Finally, members can easily contact

regulation and legislation through our

the NAA Board or staff, see what is hap-

You can find out where our next work-

NO

NOT

EVER

Z~l

"Guaranteed"

DICA Marketing Co.
800-610-1)1CA(3422)

www.dicatJSA.com

Carroll, IA 51401
FAX 712-792-1106

inlo@dicaUSA.com
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company every clay.

formed on the latest happenings in
Laws and Standards section.

Splinters

IS

to develop a culture of safety in your

code search.

DcIaminaon

chives.

pening with our volunteer committees.
or consider a strategic alliance or part-

shops or meetings are held online and

nership through PACT. Click on Your

register right there, without having to fill

Association. It's all there.

out forms and fax or mail them in.

We've tried to make NAA accessible

If you want the latest news on the in-

24 hours a day, seven days a week, so

dustry, awards, obituaries, governmental

that we never stop working on your be-

affairs, new NAA products and services,

half. As you can see in the chart, the

head for the News section.

industry and the public have reponcled by

If you want to track down an article
from TCI over the past couple of nioiitlis.
i'in:i: C , X RI,: I l)L :SIR\

-

11:11K tA KY 201i2

visiting our new Web site in treniendous
Ii u lii he
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Alaska- Experience the Adventure

Tree Care Professionals Wanted

Small Anchorage company with lots of ambition seeks qualified people to help it
grow. We are currently looking for experienced climbers, plant health care techs,
and working foreman. Mm. 3 years exp.
required. Excellent wages and opportunity to acquire key positions in a growing
co. Please fax resume to (907) 243-7316
or call (907) 248-3900. E-mail:
talltreesalaska@yahoo.com.

Our growing company located in Fairfield
County, CT needs experienced climbers,
bucket operators, and spray technicians.
Safety, customer communication, and
service are our highest priority. Full-time,
year-round employment with advancement opportunities. Excellent wage and
benefit package. Fax or mail resume to
Bruce S. Pauley Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box
878, New Canaan, CT 06840. Fax: (203)
966-6796 or call for interview at (203)
966-0869.

Successful and well-established tree
care business in very upscale Northern

Virginia metropolitan Washington D.C.
area, looking for experienced sales person
to sell work and manage a crew. Goal is to
locate a potential partner. If you have ever
dreamed of working your way into ownership of a thriving business, this may be the
opportunity.
Call Jack at (703) 734-6180

Sales Arborist

Fast-growing Central/Northern New Jersey
company looking for self-motivated and experienced representative for high-end
residential and corporate sales position.
Competitive compensation and benefit
package with growth opportunity. Fax resume to (908) 668-7575 or Call Pat (908)
413-1002.

Tree Crew/Spray Technician

Experienced tree climbers and spray technicians needed. We have cake! Call Dan
at Autumn Tree Care Experts, (847) 7291963 or fax resumes at (847) 729-1966.

ARBORIST WANTED:

To manage spray and fertilization program.
Must be an organized, motivated individual
with strong people skills. Must have extensive diagnostic and control experience.
Must have valid NJ pesticide applicator license or be able to obtain immediately.
SPANNER TREE & SHRUB CARE, INC
is an expanding Shade Tree & Shrub
Care business located in Central New
Jersey. We offer excellent pay and
benefits package. A professional,
friendly work environment. Continuous
education and unlimited growth potential. Phone: (908) 730-9100; E-mail:
arborist@spannertree.com. On the
web: www.spannertree.com .

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential?

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPRT COMPAN%

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Strd, Conneticut 06905
Phone (203) 323-1131

Fax (203) 323-3631 wwvv b

Lk it corn

Contact: Carmen Berrios, Manager Employment & Benefits

cberrios@bartlett.com

UNITED STATES
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BADGER UNIFIED
COOPERATIVE SERVICES
Excellent career opportunity, report to
BOD. BUCS is a right-of-way tree clearing cooperative operating in Wisconsin.
CEO based in Eau Claire. 40 employees,
$1.5 million budget. Utility industry knowledge and a utility arborist certificate
desired. www.badgerunified.com
The Cooperative offers competitive salary
commensurate with qualifications and
comprehensive benefits. Information
packet available - (608) 233-5491 or
hrgroup@execpc.com . Send resume, references and salary expectations for
confidential consideration by February 10,
2002 to:
Human Resources Group
Attn: Bob Lenburg
4513 Vernon Blvd., Suite 10-B
Madison Wisconsin 53705

Exciting Career
Opportunities for Service
Industry Managers

Come join one of the largest Vegetation
Management Companies in the United
States.
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is experiencing
tremendous growth throughout the country creating the following openings:
Division Managers
Branch Managers
We have immediate openings in
MO, PA, GA, IL, MA
Responsible for managing day-to-day operations, including the supervision of field
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree
desired with a minimum of 2 years experience working in the green industry.
Qualified applicants must have proven
leadership abilities, strong customer relations and interpersonal skills. We offer an
excellent salary, bonus and benefits packages, including 401(k) and company paid
medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including
geographic preference and willingness to
relocate, to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 1-800360-9333. Fax: (570) 459-2690.

Spray Foreman

Director of
Plant Health Care Operations

Successful local family-owned, rapidly
growing tree care company seeks Spray
Foreman to carry out spray program prescribed by staff certified arborists. Duties:
organize and schedule sprays, contact clients, supervise spray technicians, mix and
apply pesticides, keep accurate spray
records, and review completed work. Also
perform other tree care related duties.

Come work in some of the most beautiful
areas of Michigan. 18 year established
firm seeks qualified person to help in continued growth and adventure in total plant
care. Interested parties should have strong
background in all aspects of PHC. A forestry degree equivalency or greater is a
must, and applicant should have excellent
PR skills. Benefits include outstanding
salary, vehicle, vacation and personal time,
health coverage, and pension investments.

Requirements: CDL, 1 year experience,
current VA Pesticide applicator license or
able to obtain within 30 days of hire. Complete benefits package available. Pay $10
- $14 per hour dependent on experience
and qualifications with incentive bonuses.

Call George A. Lee at (586) 756-7737 for
interview, or fax (586) 756-4408 or mail resume to: Branch Tree Service, Inc., 24195
Mound Rd., Warren, MI 48091.
MAKE YOUR LIFE MEANINGFUL!

Contact: Arboristry Associates, Inc
Telephone: (434) 263-4324
e-mail: mikelneal@juno.com

The trees may stop growing in winter,
but our company will not! Opportuni-

ties available for Crew Leaders and
Climbers. New region for large tree care
company. Unlimited potential for growth.
Alpine, The Care of Trees is known for exceptional employees and clients. We are
offering an excellent wage and benefits
package with new equipment at our modern facility in King of Prussia. Please call,
fax or e-mail resume to: Alpine, the Care
of Trees, 406 Swedeland Road, King of
Prussia, PA 19406 Phone: (610) 239-8017
Fax: (610) 239-7576 E-mail:
mmilliard@thecareoftrees.com.

Climbers/Foreman needed in MN

We are looking for reliable, career seeking climbers/crew leader with 2 years
minimum climbing experience and to supervise 2 to 3 crew members. No DUI or
felonies. Must have or be willing to obtain
CDL. $18+ per hour starting range depending on experience. Medical, dental,
paid vacation, retirement plan, Profit-sharing, and holidays. Call Pleasant View Tree
Service - Aric Marohn Stillwater, MN. (651)
430-0316.

(O,lIlflhl((/ 011 /)(11,'1' Of)

Help Wanted

Eden Tree and Landscape, Inc is seeking
individuals that have the desire to seek excellence. We are currently hiring for the
following positions. Proven leadership
skills a must!
• Tree Climber - foreman
• Chemical applicator
Required 3 yrs minimum experience. License or certifications recommended.
Great pay and benefit packages. Relocation allowance. Please mail, fax, or email
resumes to 13703 S. 226 Ave. Grenta, NE
68028 edentI@aol.com . Phone - (402)
332-2839 Fax - (402) 332-2844.

1-800-94-ARBOR(27267)
1 lie ()VL V iiiiiiiher . roti ,,'eil to renlenul)('r
Saddles • Climbers • Rope • Safety Equipment
Carabiners • Hand Saws & Pruners • Hand Tools
Educational Books • Power Tools a Protective Clothing
Rigging Equipment • Chippers & Stump Grinders
Pole Pruners & Saws a Scabbards • Snaps and more..
Nye will iiiatch aiivoiie's advertised price!

Managing Arborist - Central NJ. Sales

and Service to Residential and Corporate. Must be fully experienced and
knowledgeable of the industry. Competitive package, benefits and growth
opportunity. Fax resume to: Tree-Tech,
Inc., (973) 895-5578.

1)I( )V1 H
accepted
14

24 Hours
916/8525800
Fax
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Devoted arborist needed - certified a
plus, degree even better (will educate up
to doctorate). 100% diagnostic, PHC, IPM.
Top, modern equipment, high-end clientele
on beautiful Long Island, NY. Competitive
wage plus benefits including medical, education and a very generous commission
structure. Work 8 months and earn for 12.
Steady work March through November enjoy your winter living off your stored nuts.
Owner is currently motorcycling across
South America. E-mail him at:
sterlingtree@prodigy.net

Ira Wickes/Arborists. Rockland
County-based firm since 1929 seeks
qualified individuals with experience.

Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (I PM, PHC,
Lawn). Great benefit package includes
401(k) matching, advancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us out on the Web at
irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to
info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (845) 3543475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes/Arborists,
11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.
Ownership Share Offered

Established and expanding tree company in British Columbia, Canada

Seeks experienced climbers/arborists and
experienced ground persons for the
Vancouver area. Certified arborists preferred (ISA. or N.A.A. - TCS). Valid
driver's license is required. Responsibilities will include all phases of tree care.
Offering competitive salary and benefits.
Fax resume to Mt. View Tree Service at
(250) 479-2715. Phone: (250) 479-3873
email: mtview@pacificcoast.net

22-year established tree care firm with an
excellent reputation for quality and customer service, specializing in high quality
pruning of trees of all sizes, can offer excellent pay and benefits, plus a significant
ownership share, to the right arborist. Must
be a skilled, productivity-oriented climber,
pruner, and crew leader. Will also train if
you have the proper aptitude and attitude,
but are light on experience. Build your own
future while helping the company grow.
Call Arborway Tree Care, Inc., Boston, MA
617-522-6071. www.arborwaytree.com

Arborist

McCarthy Tree Service, in beautiful historic Richmond, Virginia, is looking for a
team player who loves this industry and
is searching for a first class company to
work with. You MUST have 3 Years
Climbing Experience, be Foreman Quality, Drug-Free, Enthusiastic, Intelligent,
have a valid CDL, and LOVE to climb.
Plusses include ISA Certification, VA pesticide applicator's license, college degree
in Horticulture, Forestry, Arboriculture, or
related field. McCarthy Tree Service emphasizes a safe, drug-free work
environment, exceptional tree and shrub
care, and superb customer service. We
have positions available for full-time,
year-round work with paid vacations, paid
holidays, periodic and year-end bonuses,
paid training, and paid health insurance.
Our total employment package rivals the
industry's best. If you are ready to work
with a first-rate tree company, call or send
us your resume. Phone: (804) 266-9066;
Voice Mail (804) 358-7594. Fax: (804) 2668643. E-mail: RichmondTrees@aol.com.

I

Careers that
grow with you.

I

HIGHEST QUALITY
BEST PRICES

The I)aveyiiee Expert Company has
immediate openmgs in tree, shrub and lawn
care, grounds maintenance and vegetation
nianagement. We provide on-the-job training,
competitive pay and benefits, and offer
opportunities for advancement.

- All Orders Ship
Within 24 Hours
VIM

J
I F

- Knives for All Models
and Makes in Stock

Jo join our
team contact
Tim Jackson
The Davey Tree Expert Co. \,
1500 North Mantua Street
Kent, Ohio 44240
1-800-445-TREE ext. 218
tjackson@davey.com

Industrial Quality
Cutting Tools for 75

years

,, "1

I
DAVEY,,
1(iII1I

- 7Efff gp
5200 Zenith Parkway
Rocklord, IL 61111

I
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Colorado - Tree service established 23
years seeks individual to head tree
timming/removal department. Must be experienced climber with leadership ability.
CDL preferred, certification a plus. Best
pay and benefits in the industry. Our company has knowledgeable people and
modern equipment. Also hiring climbers
with minimum 1-year experience. Call Lam
Tree Service at (303) 674-8733 or fax resume to (303) 674-1968.

Home of the Indy 500 and Brickyard 400,
A Professional Tree Care company in Indianapolis, Ping's Tree Service, Inc., is
highly respected and well established with
over 26 years of service. Has year-round
work with overtime pay. Top wages, benefits include medical, paid holidays,
vacations, life insurance. Our company is
looking for highly qualified bucket operator/climber with minimum of 5 years
commercial and residential experience.
Company will help relocate successful
candidate. Contact Phil or Stephanie Ping
(317) 298-8482.

HAWAII - Tree Climbers and Working
Foremen. Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5 years climbing experience (which
includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take
downs and removals) and a current driver's
license (a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a certified
arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a minimum of
5 years climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take
downs and removals), 5 years utility line
clearance experience, experience working
with cranes and have a current driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay
starts at $18.00 per hour but is based on
experience. Benefits include paid medical
and dental insurance, paid federal holidays, vacation pay, 401(k) pension plan
and a profit-sharing plan. Send resume
with salary history and employment refer ences to:
Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc.
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

Seattle-based 2nd generation familyowned tree service has openings for an
experienced climber, an experienced mechanic, and a business marketer.
Competitive pay and benefits. Please call
(206) 363-9742 or e-mail resume to
seattletreeservice@worldnet.att.net .

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988
to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We
can custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continuous-rotation
grapples. Call us for any specialty truck
needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or
Paul, Sayreville, NJ. (732) 938-5779.
www.atlanticboom.com .
(OItifll(((/
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Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about
the industry's best-selling package, call or
write Arbor Computer Systems, 117
Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phan nan @ Arborcornputer.com

1991 GMC TopKick

LR-50 55 W.H., new PA State Inspection,
new rotors and brakes, tires 90% all radials, dump valve installed at basket, new
bucket inspection with Dielectric Test
60KV.
$24,500 - Excellent Truck - (412) 931530 1.

Tree Sprayer - 300 gallon poly tank, 13

horsepower Honda engine, 20 gpm diaphragm pump, electric hose reel,
aluminum frame, brand new, never used.
Take over payments $5800 or $228 per
month. Milford, CT. Call (203) 878-3638.

Bucket Truck wanted. Aerial Lift of CT
minimum 58' rear mount or elevator platform (70' to 75). In Northeastern US. Call
Mike at (860) 672-6912.

Alexander Equipment

The only used equipment source offering
a full satisfaction guarantee! We have a
huge selection of used chippers and stump
grinders ... fully serviced and ready to work!
See our complete inventory list on the Web
at www.alexequip.com or call Matt or Steve
at (630) 663-1400. Alexander Equipment
Company, 4728 Yender Ave., Lisle, IL
60532. We can deliver anywhere!

1992 GMC Top Kick Chip Truck w/dump

bed, gas, lots of storage, labor saving
wench, man cab w/heater, new tires, exc.
cond. 56k mi. $21,500.
1988 F450 Chip Truck, w/9 cu.yd.
Arbortech dump bed, V8, air cond., lots of
storage boxes $12,700. 100k mi.,
Will consider selling chipper & stump
grinder w/purchase of truck.
Call (405) 680-0077

1993 Ford F-700 w/Aerial Lift of CT ALSO

(55' working height), Cummins Diesel, chip
dump, L-cross box, 35,000 miles, fresh
white paint, good tires, excellent condition.
All updates completed 2/1/01. $38,500.
1994 GMC Top Kick w/ Aerial Lift of CT
ALSO (55' working height), 454 gas with
Pony motor, chip dump, L-cross box,
38,000 miles, fresh white paint, good tires,
ready to work, $36,500.
1998 Carlton 3500-4 back yard stump
grinder, 35 hp gas Wisconsin, 598 hours,
35 inches wide dual drive tires, factory upgraded drive train, great shape. $10,800.
1993 Intl 4900 - 1997 Prentice 120 loader,
SO" butt type grapple, 18 foot Southco
dump body, tandem axle, 71 K miles, DT
466 diesel, ready to work, $65,000.
Tree Medics (504) 488-9115

80" Big John Tree Transplanter

7 yrs old. Mounted on Ford FT8000
$35,000. Call (404) 317-7703.

Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales, Inc.

Are You
Inspiring?

RR 2- Box 509- Sugarloaf, PA 18249
Now offering
Bucket Truck
Service and Repairs !!

Financing Available
$90 Down / No Payment for 90 Days

Flexible Delivery Terms !!

Sales Training Director
SavATree has a great position open
for a green industry professional
(minimum 10 yrs.) with proven
sales success and arboricultural
management experience. This key
team member would develop our
next generation ofarborists through
in-field training throughout our 14
branch locations. Competitive
compensation & benefits. Inspiring
candidates can email or fax their
resume and compensation history to:
lobrien@savatree.com
FAX 914-242-3934
(Please reference code 1021)
01(1 A (M( Gas or 1)05(1

Wood Chippers and

Aerial Lilt of Conn.

Stump (1iII(lers
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www.savatree.com

Call Toll Free 1-888-340-1756
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For Sale

Stump grinder, Vermeer 630 B - Like

1985 Chevy 0-70 366 gas chip truck
$5,000.
1998 Rayco Super JR 1625 self propelled,
low hours $4,000. N.C. (910) 424-2943

New - only 124 hours. Statewide Mainte
nance, Inc. (734) 941-4390

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE

1998 250XP Brush Chipper, Diesel

$15,000.
1997 Morbark chipper 200 hp; Fully up-

dated. Excellent condition, $24,000. Call:
(847) 634-9838

1988 CF-7000 Chipper truck, diesel, automation, tool boxes and a 20 yd. chip box,
$10,000.

Bandit Industries, Inc. has over 100
pieces of used equipment from many different manufacturers. Our new rebuild
facility and trained staff ensure that each
piece of equipment is in good working condition.

Bob Currey
1375 River Road
Drumore, PA 17518
(717) 548-0909

Established tree care business for 36
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Longterm contracts and good workforce in
place. Year-round work with good growth
opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box
PL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1,
Manchester, NH 03103.
64
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For Sale 1999 Morbark chipper - 200 hp.

Hand Fed Chippers - of all sizes
Stump Grinders
Waste Reduction Machines
368-Beast Recyclers - horizontal grinder
Whole Tree Chippers - towable and
self-propelled
Check out our complete list of used equipment at www.banditchippers.com or call
1-800-952-0178 for more information.

diesel model, 2400 low hours

$27,500.

1-800-597-8283

1995 Kodiak - 12' chip box Southco Green
- 52,000 miles, $26,500.
1999 Navistar International 4700 bucket
truck - 30,000. Miles, under CDL with chip
box w/LR-50 Asplundh Boom. $53,500.
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Ask for John - (508) 428-5030
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2001 Hi-Ranger 75 ft. Bucket Truck

10' elevator, rear mt. On a 2001 Peterbilt
10 wheeler, 300 hp CAT auto shift trans.,
air cond., custom cab, alum. wheels, tanks,
tools boxes, etc. excellent cond. $125,000.

-

tiil,

air brakes. 4h.012

Re-collditiolled Ili
7YI1
t

1990

Morbark Chipper Model 30/36
cn g ine, 60,000 milt-,

With John Deere 400 hp., joy stick control,
500 hrs. excellent cond. $135,000.
Call Keene Tree Service
(603) 352-8330

rear lilt I1.liI).'(I.
iiI(50,

('l.'\ .1k 1.

1993 F-350 with Versalift Tel 28 P; 30'

WH; 7.3 L diesel/Pony motor; auto. trans.
crewcab; cab guard, well cared for
$13,500.

V Ii
Ii olt I

Aerial
li;:
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t
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1991 Asplundh LR50; 55' WH; on 1991 IH
4900; diesel 5 + 2 speed; air brakes; chip
box/dump; cross box; cab guard, $32,500.
1994 Bandit model 1400; 230 HP Caterpillar; auto feed; hydraulic lift; HD radiator;
1g. cap, hydraulic & fuel tanks; excellent
condition. $21,750. Call (956) 778-3777.

__________________
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Pete Mainka
IL1
4Pi

Bucket Truck

En I (' rp ii S ('S. I 'ic.
633 ('ilia Drive • Pewaiikee.Wl • 53072

Asplundh 55' W.H. mounted on 1988 Ford
F700 gas, 5 speed. Tool boxes, chip box
dump - new engine and tires $20,000.
New Jersey (732) 548-8438

Phone:

262-691-4306
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TO Magazine & NAA Website
Classified Rate Card
1(1 Magazine
Only

Members
Non-Members

Website Only

$55

$65

1

1

Website Only
+ Photo

$55

$65

$65

$75

T('l Magazine
Webs ite

&

ICl, Website

$65

$75

$75

1

&

$85

1

AD SIZES
Pricing is based on 250 characters pei pricing unit

Business for sale in NC. Resident pruning and removal business. New truck and
chipper, 1-ton crane truck, 250k gross. All
tools and equipment, client list, subcontractors, etc. Call The Arborist (704)
523-7768. Price Negotiable.

Tree Business in Franklin NC for sale
17 yrs. in WNC. Excellent location and
great growth opportunity! Contact
treedr@dnet.net . Serious inquiries
$165,000. Owner financing.

DISCOUNTS
Ads running for a consecutive 6-11101ith period will receive a $5 discount per niontli.

Tree Business for Sale
Established for 12 years. Geared for upper-end sales. Reputation for high quality
work. Database with over 1,000 customers. $ 60,000. Call 757-595-8733.

For Sale due to owner's illness - yearround work in Savannah, GA. Purchase
includes all equipment (very good condition) call (912) 352-3565 or fax (912)
353-9483.

For sale: Tree Care Business
Southwestern Ml 20 minutes from Lake
Michigan, 10 minutes from South Bend, IN.
High upside potential. Bucket, chipper
truck, chipper, 1-ton with plow, stump
grinder, saws, climbing equipment, and 3
arces of land. A price of $70,000. 616683-7770.
Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card

Complete S.E. Pa. Business
2001 Ford 450 Diesel 4WD, A/T, AC, LI
Pack, Arbor Back Dump, Full Hitch 4,000
miles. 1998 Bandit Chipper 2000+1 2"cap.
Cummins Diesel 2938 hrs. Arbor Equip.
Many Husk. saws, Hobbs, Safety Equip.,
Tools & Boxes etc. Exc. Cond. $55,000
Contact N. Diem, (610) 444-1376

I

0

FOR SALE • FOR RENT BY THE DAY, WEEK, MONTH OR LONGER

iqn 49,00'%

Business For Sale
Tree Service - Extermely Profitable. Turnkey with high upside potential. Large loyal
client base. Exclusive eastern Long Island,
NY community. Serious inquiries only.
$350,000. Price includes equipment. 631369-5959.

.

DT466,ALLISON AUTOMATIC,
PETERSEN LIGHTNING LOADER.
24YARD DUMP. OUSTANDING
VERSATILITYAND DURABILITY.

."

$19511 1 90
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(3) 2001 International 4900's
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210 h.p. ,,
wi.. Petersen
grapple in,. New pawn An
excellent selection. From
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DT466. am.' I..,., I L-3
Lightning Loader with 24 yd.
dump body .

DT360 diesel, automatic, air
brakes. Rotating boom with
grapple claw. Only $111,900
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813 244-4460

9206 III Rows 40 Weci, New Pr,s, OH 41//I
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For Sale
Small profitable well-established
tree service south central Montana
Residential/Commercial/Year-Round
Work. Equipment/Accounts. Training Available/Owner Retiring.
Call: (406) 322-5291 or
E-mail: sunlitetree@att.net

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES
ArborWare
The Business Solution
for Arborist, Landscape
& Lawn Care Professionals
Includes complete Customer Management: Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders,
Invoices, Statements, and Accounts Receivables. Also includes: Customer
Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease
control, chemical application and DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance and DOT reporting, Job Costing,
Marketing and Management Reporting,
comprehensive User Manual, and more
Call (800) 49-ARBOR (2-7267) for more information

Classified ad rates for 2002
$65 per 250 characters ($55 NAA members). Payable in advance.
Ad deadline is the 201h oft/u' month, two months prior to publication.

Place your ad on the N14A 's online Job Bank Jorjust $10 more.
Add a logo or color picture and your add will be seen by thousands more!
For details, go to www.natlttrb. corn, or E-mail: Stone@,iailarb. corn
Scud ad (111(1 /)avnieFit to.
TCI, 3 Perimeter Rd. Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103
Phone: 1-800-733-2622
I'ax. (603) 314-5386
E-mail: Stone @ uiatlarb. corn

III'S

CLJSS1C
Outdoor Wood Furnac

Safety & Training Materials
Improve your employees' knowledge and
professionalism with the NAA's newly revised Home Study program. The program
provides you with a cutting-edge education that is almost impossible to find outside
the college classroom. To enhance your
learning experience, the Home Study program is full of diagrams, drawings and
photos that clearly illustrate what is being
taught.

• Eliminate all your heating bills! Heat
multiple buildings and domestic water.

Give your crews comprehensive training in
chipper use and maintenance, plus a lot
more. Basic Training for Ground Operations in Tree Care is the newest video
series available from the NAA. The five videos and fully illustrated workbook break
new ground in crew training. Video titles
are: An Orientation to the Arboriculture
Profession; Vehicle Safety; Job Planning
and Preparation; Working Safely and Eff iciently; and Brush Chipper Operation and
Maintenance. To order either product, contact the NAA at 1-800-733-2622 or order
online at www.natlarb.com .

(800) 248-4681

• 100% wood heat without the dirt,
smoke and fire hazard inside.
• Clean, safe, thermostatically controlled wood heat.
• Burn scrap, cord, green or cured
wood without splitting.

Central Boiler
Taking Control of Your Business
Financial Planning
Mr.

)IJ

The Southern Chapter
International Society of Arboriculture
&

Put your banner ad
where thousands
will see it!

The National Arborist Association
%4/here:
When:

www.natlarb.com

To Register:
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Surviving on the Pacific Coast:
The Torrey Pine
. -•

i
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Bv B,,;zh'' AIIaii Branson and Marv Lon Branson
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Battered by strong winds blowing oil the Pacific Ocean. Torrey pines often
take on asymmetrical shapes, their limbs swept upslope. Many of the trees
clamor up the nearly barren cliffs like trimmed hedges, barely clinging to their
precarious habitat.

Ottfl isis and defldfl)IOgI sts al I ke olten refer to ('alIbrlila as a "floristic province."principally because of the
high degree of plant species endernism (species ol plants
that occur in only one area). It has been estimated that about 1,500
of the 5,000 species known from California occur there and nowhere else. Most of these endemic species occur in southern
California and along its central coast. Some plant genera in California include a remarkable number of endemic species. Included
in this list is the genus Pinus, or pine tree.
The central coast of California possesses several coniferous trees
that are entirely restricted to small areas, including the famous
Monterey cypress (and some lesser-known cypress species) and
the Torrey pine, Monterey pine, and Bishop pine. These trees are
species that at one ti rile enjoyed a much wider distribution but
have become restricted to much smaller ranges as environmental
conditions have changed over millions of years. We know this
from the study of well-preserved fossil deposits.
The Torrey pine (Pious torrevana), sometimes called Del
Mar or Soledad pine, has a severely restricted distributional
range. A 1,750-acre preserve, located near Del Mar about 20
miles south of Encinatas in San Diego County, Calif., protects
about half of the known Torrey pine. The remaining plants are
located on Santa Rosa Island, approximately 200 miles north
of 'Del Mar. Some specimens have been artificially transplanted
elsewhere, sent to other California towns (including
Carpenteria) and New Zealand. The Torrey Pines State Preserve, located between La Jolla and Del Mar, Calif., was
established in 1921. It includes an old restaurant that was remodeled to serves as a visitor's center.
The Torrey pine was first observed by scientist Charles C.
Parry, a physician-botanist who served with the U.S. Mexican
Boundary Survey during the mid-1800s. Another man working on the survey had traveled through the Del Mar region some
years earlier, and related his encounters with the peculiar- lookitig pine to Parry. Parry took leave and hurried to Del Mar. He
immediately recognized that the tree was unique among those
of the pine world. He lormally described it as a new species,
naming it Pious torrevana in honor of his botany teacher at

j
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(()l unihia University, Dr. John Torrey. Parry considered the
Torrey pine to he most closely related to the digger pine (also
known as the gray pine), Piiuuis sahi,uiana, or, perhaps, the
Coulter pine (Piiuuis con/ten).
The slow-growing Torrey pine can reach about 60 feet - usually much less than that - in its natural environment. However,
the so-called ward Torrey pine, planted in Carpenteria in 1894.
grew to more than 100 feet, with a girth of 5 feet, by 1947,
and
was still healthy, with a symmetrical crown.
Old Torrey pines have deeply fissured, reddish-brown, thick
hark that is broken up into broad, flat scales that are often
spongy to pressdire. The twigs are bright greenish for the first
two years after appearing, but they turn nearly black by the
third year. The grayish-green, 8- to 13-inch long needles are
arranged in bundles of five at the tips of the twigs, mostly in
clusters at the ends of the branches. Each needle is provided
with numerous stomata that are distributed on all the faces. The
trees generally have unusual shapes, with limbs that are twisted
and askew, and asymmetrical crowns. The branches nearest the
earth often sprawl for considerable distances from the trunk.
In exposed! depressions on the cliffs facing the Pacific, the
trees are often sheared into low, nearly prostrate and hedgelike
configurations. All these features are, of course, in response to
the strong, prevailing winds that blow in from the ocean, causing the trees to be better developed on the leeward side of the
trunks than on the windward side.
Visitors often notice large, dark-green clumps of plant material growing among the sparsely needled crowns of some of
the trees. These growths are not parts of the trees. They are,
instead, mistletoe-like parasites that attack the trees. The parasites do not appear to inflict much damage to their host.
During the reproductive season, the trees produce an ahundant number of male and female blowers. The male flowers take
the form of dense, yellow clusters at the ends of long stalks.
from which they disseminate an amazing amount of yellow
pollen. The female flowers, also on long, sturdy twigs, are
Purplish. They develop into asymmetrical, dense, long. 4- to
6-inch wide cones. At first. the cones are (lark green, but they
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SOOfl become dark chestnut brown as
they mature. The tightly closed scales of
the cones are thickened at their outer
ends, which taper to strong, down-turned
Points.
The inch-long seeds produced in the
cones are more or less hi-colored, being
yellowish-brown on the upper side,
mottled on the lower. The seeds are partially surrounded by wing-like tissues that
aid in dispersal. Although the reproductive
potential is high in the Torrey pine, very
few of the seeds actually germinate, and
survival of seedlings is relatively low.
Because the environment of the trees is a
formidable one (with soil of low fertility),
competition for survival is strong. The
sweet-meated seeds were eagerly collected
by the local Indians in the past, and these
days, the seeds are devoured by birds,
squirrels and other rodents.
In addition, in their native environment,
Torrey pines are slow growing, few living
more than 100 years. Taken collectively,
all these features spell a low population
status for this rarest of the pine species.
Luckily, the unusual growth patterns, in
conjunction with the coarse-grained, brittle
characteristics of the wood, have made the

The dark-brown, 4- to 6-inch wide and
long cones bear scales that end in strong,
down-turned points.

tree of little commercial value. The heartwood is pale yellow and the sapwood is
rather thick, pale yellow to nearly white.
The Torrey Pines State Reserve is a

very interesting place that should be on
the itinerary of anybody touring the coast
of California. The wind-swept mesa that
supports the trees has been eroded over
thousands of years into a series of
barrancus, arroyos, and small canyons
that dive toward the color-banded sandstone cliffs that plunge straight down for
more than 100 feet to a long, curving
beach and series of huge, golden dunes,
all backdropped by the blue Pacific
Ocean. The wind, shipping up from the
ocean, literally sings through the
branches of the Torrey pines, giving the
whole scene a preternatural appeal.
In the hollows and concavities of the
mesa grow the misshapen Torrey pines.
There are probably no more than 2,500 of
them in existence, making this the rarest
pine in North America. probably in the
entire world.
Time and I iie I Lictahl e environmental
changes have left this splendid little tree a
captive of the modern world, its fate yet to
be determined.
Branle .N , Allan Brauisoui and Mary Lou
Branson are research biologists in Richmond, Ky.
TCI
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From uniquely designed feed
systems, cutting mechanisms and
unparalleled discharge capabilities,
Vermeer disc and drum chippers
are built tough to get the job
done. See the new BC1000xL
chipper with increased chipping
diameter capabilities at your
dealership today!

As the inventor of the stump
cutter, Vermeer has introduced
innovations like the patented
AutoSweepo system, direct drive
cutter systems, remote controls
and durable Pro Series teeth.
Take a look at the newly
released SC50Tx rubber track,
self-propelled unit - fits through
36" (91 cm) openings!

In addition to its worldwide dealer
network, Vermeer has strategic
alliances with industry giants,
including Sherrill Incorporated and
Arbor/Waster Training, Inc. Vermeer
offers everything you need for
success on the job
site, and backs it
/15up by being in the
field for you.
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VERMEER, VERMEER LOGO, AUTOFEED If and AUTOSWEEP are
registered trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company io the U.S.
rod/or other countries. SHERRILL is a trademark at Sherrill Incorporated.
ARBORMASTER is a trademark of ArborMaster Training, Inc
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Trimming for Tourism
Tourism officials in the city of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., sparked some controversy
when they pruned or removed several trees
along a main road in order to make way
for a parade. A parade of airplanes, that is.
According to the Ft. Lauderdale SunSe,ilinc'I, the tree work was done in
anticipation of the Aircraft Owners and
Pilots Association convention. That convention was to begin with as many as 75
small airplanes taxiing through downtown
along U.S. Route I from the airport to the
city's convention center.
One resident called the decision to remove "perfectly good trees" a "disgrace."
But overall public opinion seemed to be
muted. About 65 trees were affected,
though most were to be only pruned or
moved. Nine trees were cut down to clear
the parade route.
City officials made no attempt to hide
their motivations. The convention was expected to bring up to 10,000 people to the
city and as much as $10 million worth of
spending to the area economy. By comparison, the tree work, including
replacements for the black olives, Gumbo

Limbos and bottle brush trees that were to
be removed, cost the city about $30,000.

has seen a lot of history."

Careful When You Dig

Ashes to Ashes,
Sawdust to Sawdust

In a case that has potential ramifications
for anyone who works on or near trees, a
woman in suburban Chicago sued a local gas
company claiming that its work killed a large
pine near her house. Marianne Nemtusiak,
the owner of a landscaping company, is suing for $100,000 after a 57-foot Scots pine
died within two years of work done underground by the Nicor Gas Co.
According to the Chicago Sim-Times, the
woman claims in her suit that the gas company and its contractor negligently and
carelessly caused the tree to be 'irreparably
damaged and killed by cutting its roots."
The landscaper's suit claims the tree was
a landmark on the road and for her own
green industry business. She seeks damage for "the loss of the use and enjoyment
of the tree and its value."
1 feel that the tree has a unique value
merely for the fact that it has survived,"
Nemtusiak told the newspaper. "It's older
than we are, and it has survived up until
this point when it was interfered with. It

When a 300-year-old oak tree in Walnut Creek, Calif., could no longer he kept
alive safely, the owners of a nearby arts
center wanted to give the tree a proper
sendoff.
But finding a religious figure to do a
funeral for a tree proved no easy task, according to a story in the Contra-Costa
Times. After striking out at local churches,
the director of the aptly named Shadelands
Arts Center found a seminary student who
had just finished graduate thesis research
work on the subject of trees as religious
symbols.
The student, Therese Baumberger, was
joined by a local member of the Apache
tribe in leading the ceremony. As soon as
it ended, crews began to remove the decaying 60-foot tree.
The city is storing large sections of the
tree over the winter and plans to ask local
artists to carve something from the pieces
for a future gallery display.
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0/dSchool, NewSchool
BY Todd Kramer

Techniques and equipment sure have
changed a lot for the climbing professional
in the past 10 years.
I started working full-time in the tree
care industry in 1989. My foreman. Ralph
McMahon. a 15-year veteran at the time,
was one of the most talented tree climbers
I had ever seen.
His methods were "old school." His gear
consisted of a basic seat harness, a nonlocking steel snap. a 3-strand rope and a
large steel ladder hook. He did have a floating Prusik lanyard that he referred to as a
"sissy strap." The floating Prusik stayed in
the truck except for large tree removals.
Ralph believed that using a lanyard when
you really did not need it would become a
crutch and hinder your true Potential. He
shared the same thoughts about climbing
and pole saws.
I climbed this way for five or six years,
becoming a top climber at our company
and competing at ISA chapter competitions. My brother and I dominated the
competitions year after year. We met other
climbers using different techniques with a
harness full of equipment. We dismissed
their techniques because our performances
seemed the same. Since we did not understand the advantages, we would poke fun
instead of trying to learn from them.
I first considered new techniques when
I became the crew leader of our removal
crew. We owned a crane and I was the

climber. There was a lot of retying-in. I
started using split tails and spliced eyes,
carabiners instead of steel snaps. During
this trial period, I hated it! I was learning
all over again. Those darn three-handed
carabi ners were very frustrating, especially
in the winter. I was just about to give up
on it all when I saw a guy by the name of
Norm Hall using similar equipment. He did
not appear to have all my frustrations. His
climbing was smooth, controlled and confident. I thought, "I want to he like that!"
Norm encouraged me to keep trying. I
found a carabiner I was comfortable with
and my frustrations eased. After several
years, I was using the very latest techniques. I discovered those guys with a
harness full of equipment really did know
something. Now. I was climbing in a much
e way. Productivity went up and fasatr
tigue went down. I could climb longer
without getting as tired. These days, I
would not think about leaving the ground
without my "fancy stuff."
Our company is known for removing
some of the most challenging trees in our
area - in the past with only a few ropes as
our equipment. Just like my experience
with new climbing techniques. I had the
"old school" attitude toward new rigging.
Once again, Norm convinced me to try.
Just like with the climbing equipment. I
experienced frLlstrations in learning something new. I knew these techniques were
.

1(1(1(1 ikf(Ufle/' is (/ire('IO/' of field O/)ei'a& education with Kramer 'tree
Specialists, tue. ill West Chicago, iii. TO
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slowing me down. As I practiced using
slings, pulleys, blocks, friction devices as
well as mechanical advantage systems, my
rigging became safr, faster and a lot less
work. Once again, I found these systems
work. But it took time, practice and a lot
of homework. Once I became comfortable
with the equipment and the techniques, it
became very rewarding for me and the
crew on the ground, since the new systems
allow the ground crew to handle the ropes
more easily.
I am now a full-time trainer. Of the
climbers we have hired, some have had
years of experience but no "new school"
training. They often have the same attitude
toward new techniques and equipment that
I held previously. However, once we start
climbing side by side, they always come
around. They experience the same problems and frustrations, but with practice
eventually they realize the advantages.
The most challenging part of training
"old schoolers" is having them slowly understand that the new techniques and
equipment come with new responsibilities.
Often they think they can treat an aluminum carabiner the same as a steel snap. All
of the new techniques have advantages and
limitations. You need to be aware of those
notations to use the "new school" methods to your advantage.
For all of you "old schoolers" out there
like me, I encourage you to sign up for a
training class and give "new school" methods a try. It will he very frustrating at first.
but it will 1)1Y Off'][] the end.
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Do you have a story
From the Field?
TCI will piv $100 t'r published articles.
Submissions become the property O/TCI
and ai'e subject to editing tr graunniar,
style (1/1(1 len cih. Entries must include the
1IW1IC O/(l (O1il/X111V and (1contact person.
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Finally, a Tool Designed for the Needs of the Tree Care Industry!
Loglift truck mounted loaders perform like nothing YOU
have ever seen or experienced before. Loglift is the
1)1(1 iii
only company in North Amern oH iii
7-Design' loader that
stores across the frame of
the truck rather than on
the load. Loglift loaders are
lihIlter, stronger, faster and
/
have more reach than any
other loader in their class
The extensive range of
loaders and options
offered by Loglift means
1
there is a model designed
to fit every application
and budget.

YO

In addition to being very light and compact, Loglift is the
only manufacturer capable of offering loaders that can
operate on trucks rated below 26,000 GVW (no CDL
required). The unique Z-Model stores behind the cab, or
at the rear of the truck, without adding height. The
behind-the-cab mount allows the operator to utilize the
dumpbody without having to reposition the loader.
Loglift utilizes totally engineered hydraulics, superior
design and durable components that allow you to work
faster with lower maintenance costs.
Find out how Loglift loaders will make you more productive
while saving time and money. Contact Cargotec/Loglift or
visit your local Loglift dealer to discover the advantages of
owning the best.
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More Sizes, More Options
More Quality
More Production
Cargotecnc
Swanton, OH
8008522331

Lyons Equipment
New York
1716(938-9175

Cargotec, Inc.
McKinney, TX
19121 529-1135

Ohio
(740)4146028

Bony Equipment
New England
(508)949-0905
URiruck Center
Wisconsin & Michigan
(906)774-0098

Eastern Pennsylvania
(570) 538-2504
Western Pennsylvania
(814(849-4073
West Virginia
(304(765-3813
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AERIAL LIFT INC.

of Milford, Connecticut
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1958 in research, engineering and design of aerial
devices. We have an engineering staff member on
the ANSI/SIA 492-2, subcommittee to insure the
reliability, quality and safety of all aerial lifts, that a
common goal of safer, more efficient aerial devices is
upheld. Aerial Uft' is constantly striving to provide out
customers with the latest in aerial devices and the
best service in the industry. It is our relentless effort in
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Improve the Durability
of Urban Trees
Greater Tolerance to Insects and Disease

Reduced Vegetative Growth
f

Growth is reduced by approximately
50% in the first year of
treatment and between
80-90% in years
2 and 3.
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Treated trees tend to have thicker
leaves and cuticles. These attributes
can change the way a particular insect
pathogen physically invades a leaf.
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CambistatTM also affects sterol
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offer additional disease protection.
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Root System Enh ancement**

Heightened Durability to Drought, Heat, and Cold

A root system with greater capacity to mine
the soil for water and minerals will improve a
tree's durability under all urban stress situations.

Plants treated with CambistatTM exhibit more conservative
growth and have greater ability to photosynthesize under
adverse conditions.
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increased
root density

( 1
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roots

stimulation of fibrous roots has been seen
in oaks, elms, maples, lindens, and other species
Photos courtesy Gary Watson, Morton Arhomiu,n

a11 Us to receive more information about how

CambistatTM works and how to integrate this tool into
your business.
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